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New Bank
Launch
In March 2014 Willamette Community
Bank opened a Loan Production Office in
Salem staffed primarily by Larry Goodreau,
a veteran Salem banker with strong contacts
in the Salem Business community and a
history of community involvement with local non-profits. When the Loan Production
Office opened its doors Bank President and
CEO, Dan McDowell, indicated the ultimate
goal would be to one day open a full service
branch. “Since opening our limited service
Loan Production Office in 2014, the response
from the community has been overwhelming and we are responding by opening a new
branch,” McDowell said recently. The Bank
worked with Jennifer Martin, formerly with
Sperry Van Ness (now Mid-Valley Commercial Real Estate) to locate a site that would
not only highlight the Bank’s commitment
to the community, but would also offer great
visibility and convenience for current and
future customers. After considering five potential sites the bank has signed a multi-year
lease with South Block Mixed Use, LLC for
3,200+ SF at 315 Commercial St. SE (the former Boise Cascade property). “The expansion of Willamette Community Bank brings
together two very important elements: a
community bank led by seasoned bankers
committed to true relationship banking and

a growing, thriving
Salem community,”
McDowell
said.
McDowell and the
Bank’s Board of Directors also indicated the opportunity
to be a tenant at the
redeveloped site and
participate in the revitalization of downtown Salem was an
important part of the
Bank’s decision making process.
Working with CB
Two Architects and
Dalke Construction
the bank requested
that they highlight
the natural light and
Relationship Management Team consisting of Larry Goodreau and Francisco Bermúdez Jr.
great volume of the
space to develop an
inviting atmosphere for customers and ema design to stand the test of time, yet make a
the selection of carpet and flooring material,
bold
statement
for
design
in
the
Salem
marcountertops, and laminate choices. Wall colployees. Aaron Terpening, Kirk Sund, and
Ty Koellmann from CB Two Architects spent
ket. As the space design took shape, Gretchors were selected to highlight and enhance
significant time with bank employees develthe scope and spaciousness of the interior.
en Stone of CB Two and Pat Flora-Smith of
The Dalke Construction team, led by ConFlora
Design
began
the
process
of
developoping a sense of what was important for the
bank in terms of efficiency and overall look.
ing ideas for the materials to be used for the
struction Superintendent Corey Hancock,
They incorporated the bank’s ideas to create
interior design. Careful thought went into
began working the last week of November
see page 3
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INTEGRITY
503-587-1600

2110 Mission St SE, Suite 310, Salem 97302

DESIRABLE SOUTH SALEM
Build your own home in a desirable South Salem area. Sewer
line is at east side of property and water is on Morningside.
Subject to final partition. Lot is approx 8,312 total SF. Bring your
own builder or if you wish can build for you! $74,000 (715424)
Call Don Meyer 503-999-2381

USDA Eligible Home in quiet neighborhood in Dallas! Great
3 bedroom 2 bath home with 2 car garage and updates. Living
room boast wood burning stove and large vinyl window. Master
bedroom has walk in closet, updated master bath has shower
with glass doors, tile backslash and dual sinks. Vinyl windows
and architectural composition roof among the updates. Private
fenced backyard with shed and room on side to park small RV.
(716026) Roger Elliott -Principal Broker 503-569-5003.

Watch the Sunset from your deck when you build your
dream home on this hard to find South East Salem Lot. This
lot is perfect for a daylight basement home. Lot 18 is .16 Acres.
(715972 ) Roger Elliott -Principal Broker 503-569-5003.

Perrdydale School & Tranquility Defined! Listen to the
creek on your porch of private 5.7 acres surrounded by oaks
& your own red barn. Peace & comfort in custom built and energy eff. home with lifetime roof, Anderson windows & doors,
reclaimed wood ceiling, wood stove, ductless heat pumps &
marathon WH. Braz. Cherry HW floors & well-appointed finishes. Dog wash in 4th bath. 30x40 barn w/ 16x40 loft area.
Chicken coop, garden & horse barn w/ stalls. Tree house & fire
pit area. (715564) Trevor Elliott – Broker 503-602-1039

Watch the Sunset from your deck when you build your
dream home on this hard to find South East Salem Lot. This
lot is perfect for a daylight basement home. Lot 19 is .28 Acres.
(715971) Roger Elliott -Principal Broker 503-569-5003.
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and battled the elements, holidays, the usual
unforeseen construction roadblocks and delays in product shipment. They provided a
turnkey quality project in 14 weeks.
The Bank also teamed with Bruce Wadleigh, the owner of Barnwood Naturals, to
create a feature wall of recycled barn wood.
Based on the design concept being a great
melding of the industrial look of the old
building and a contemporary design, the
bank also determined that a custom order,
handmade conference room table would create one more special feature for the space.
Bruce Wadleigh teamed with Ric Smith,
owner of Smith & Steel Custom Design to
create a table made from Oregon White Oak
and a custom designed steel base.
The branch opened March 13, 2017, and
offers a full spectrum of services. “We are
excited to bring even more of our talents,
skills, and capabilities to the Salem market”
said Joan Reukauf, Chief Operations Officer for the Bank. “Serving a growing community like Salem is what we do best so it
made sense to open a branch which offers
the products and services that support local
Salem businesses in their goals.”

The branch is staffed by a Relationship
Management Team consisting of Larry
Goodreau and Francisco Bermúdez Jr. on
the lending side and Steve Horning on the
deposit side. Horning has served the banking needs of the Salem community for 30+
years. He focuses on deposit services and
cash management products for local business. Oracio Larios is the Branch Supervisor
and oversees the day to day function of the
branch. Additional Customer Service support is provided by a rotating staff from the
bank’s existing Albany and Lebanon branches.
Bank names have changed through the
years but the one requirement for a community bank to succeed is the understanding
that a consistent level of excellent customer
service is an expectation that should never be
taken for granted. According to McDowell,
“The goal at Willamette Community Bank is
to build a team of bankers that will rise to the
highest levels and meet Salem’s expectations
of customer service.”
The bank looks forward to offering the best
of community banking and serving the Salem Community for many years to come.

Designers worked with Barnwood Naturals, repurposing wood to furnish the bank.
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Celebrates Award Winners
Salem West

Chairman's Circle:

Christine Folz ,Tom Hall
Christine Folz

President's Elite:

Tom Hall

Rhonda Smith, Emily Brock, Ken and Carolyn Ream, John Kennedy, Zach Fischer

Rhonda Smith

Emily Brock

President's Gold:

Ken & Carolyn Ream

Sarah Roelof, Mel Lowery

Sarah Roelof

Mel Lowery

John L. Scott

Zach Fischer

President's:

Karen Morrison, Steve Evans, Steve Nichols

Emerald:

Karen Morrison

Steve Evans

Steve Nichols

Rae Wilde,
Sandie Gray,
Clint Luke,
David Schacher

Real Estate - Salem West

503-399-0089

John Kennedy

SalemWestOffice.JohnLScott.com

Rae Wilde

Sandie Gray

Clint Luke

David Schacher
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Salem's Offical Foodie Notes

Ciao a tutti;
This time a friend of mine, let's call him
Bob - not his real namegave me the subject for
this article. Wait a minute, I can name my friend
by his real name. I am not
writing one of those gossip columns where people
are hiding behind a fake
name. So his name is reLULLU TRUITT
ally Bob! His idea was to
SBJ FOOD
talk about unusual ItalEDITOR
ian foods, like”drunken
noodles”. He got me there! I know about
drunken cheese, drunken people, but I
have not met a drunk noodle yet but I am
always eager to make new acquaintances.
So where do I look for one? I will find a
recipe for it and that will tell in which alley I
will find the noodle…Thai chiles, fish sauce,
soy sauce…...Thailand here I come, looking
for the noodle and it be better be drunk.
Ok, the first is a bust, now on finding a
real Italian unusual dish. Actually, an unusual dish for the American palate. If I say
something like tripe for example, for me, it
will not be strange or weird because tripe,
pigs’ feet and the like are not that unusual
especially coming from the South of Italy.
If you must ask...No, I have never raised a
pig!!!!
We can skip to the cow now and go
straight to the tail end. Literally. Coda alla
Vaccinara is a specialty of Rome. This dish
uses the cow’s tail cooked for long time in a
rich tomato sauce… enough that the meat
-yes there is meat on the tail!- will come off
the bone. Actually, now that I think about
it, I used to make oxtail when I first came to
the States. If I recall, that recipe was from
the South and it used flour and vinegar. Obviously, Italy is not the only country with
unusual taste buds!
On with more research: one unusual ingredient that is strange even for me, is the
one that was used a few years back to make
“Sanguinaccio.” The ingredient list consisting of sugar, cocoa, flour, milk, cinnamon, vanilla, candied oranges ladyfingers
and ….pig’s blood Thus the name Sangue(blood).Naccio Yes, the meat butcher used
to sell it. This recipe dated back to the
800’s, and it was popular during the winter months because that was the time to
butcher the pigs. So at Christmas or New
Year’s celebration it was presented in a usual white bowl surrounded by ladyfingers for
dipping And it has the consistency of a custard. Now chocolate has been substituted
for the “you know what.”
This thinking about the unusual made me
realize that Italian food has changed since
I was living there. I am very familiar with
the traditional fare and now when I see a
recipe or someone is talking about Italian

food, I see combinations of ingredients that
I don’t remember from the “good old days”
of my cooking.
Usually your roots are closely tied with
your food. For example, I am from Naples,
so my food experience is based on this region’s climate, availability, local resources.
However, one must not ignore the possibility of a different, interesting recipe from a
more distant region - that is still part of my
gastronomic experience. It is still traditional cooking.
I am always thinking and wondering
about new combinations of flavors or the
quantity of ingredients going in a dish.
Remember to leave the kitchen sink out!
Until next time, keep on cooking
Lullu

On with more
research: one
unusual
ingredient that
is strange even
for me, is the
one that was
used a few years
back to make
“Sanguinaccio.”
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Economies Change More Frequently Than Regulations Do
In recent years, the state of Oregon has aggressively inserted itself into nearly every
aspect of how we go about doing business
in Oregon. Time after time, policymakers
have made a conscious
decision to effectively tell
employers that the state
knows best when it comes
to how much businesses
can afford to pay, what
benefits they should offer,
and for what new reasons
they can be sued.
ANTHONY K.
In 2015, the Oregon
SMITH
Legislative
Assembly
OREGON STATE
passed a law requiring
DIRECTOR NFIB
most employers to provide paid sick time to
employees. They also passed a law requiring
private-sector employers to participate in a
state-run retirement system. In 2016, the
Legislature passed a new minimum-wage
law that requires employers to pay workers
a minimum hourly wage based on the employer’s location in the state.
The sick time law is now fully implemented
and enforceable. The OregonSaves program
is scheduled to roll-out later this year. Scheduled minimum wage increases, the first of
which took effect last summer, will continue to be implemented over the next several
years and starting again in 2022, annual increases may occur based on increases in the
national Consumer Price Index (CPI).
The 2017 legislative session began just two
short months ago, and already there have
been hearings on bills concerning scheduling mandates, a new state-run paid family
leave insurance program, and several bills
that prohibit certain hiring procedures and
create new unlawful employment practices.
It’s undeniable that Oregon has an insatia-

ble appetite for legislation that ends up costing small businesses a lot of time, money, and
consternation. How each of these big policy
changes affects Oregon’s economy is hard to
say for sure – none of these changes are oc-

One thing is for certain, however: Economic expansions don’t last, but regulations
do. Come economic downturns, new regulations passed during prosperous times weigh
twice as much. Out of 75 issues measured by
the Small Business Problems
and Priorities
study put out
by the National
Federation of
Independent
Business
every four years,
“Unreasonable
Government
Regulations”
was ranked the
second biggest
worry of Main
Street entrepreneurs, just behind the cost of
health care.
Wanting
to
delve
deeper
into the issue
of regulations,
NFIB released
in February the
results from a
poll it conducted specifically
on that issue.
The poll measures the effect
and extent of regulations on small-business
owners over 22 questions. Two conclusions
offered by the poll’s authors are especially
worth every policymaker’s consideration:
Few if any regulatory agencies consider the
overall costs of all regulations on firms when

It would be
beneficial for the
state’s long-term
economic health
if every lawmaker approached a
new idea with the
above in mind.
curring in a vacuum and with so many major
variables in play all at once, especially during a time when Oregon’s overall economic
performance is outpacing other states, it’s
tempting for advocates of more government
intervention to keep the pedal to the metal.

considering their own. Each agency acts as
is if there is no limit to the amount of money
that firms can collectively spend on compliance; there is no coordination, no priorities
set.
Unlike tax policy, which broadly impacts
all firms in much the same way, regulations
are administered by a myriad of government
agencies, at different levels of government
impacting sometimes very narrowly defined
types of businesses. Thus, it is difficult to
construct a comprehensive approach to easing the burden. However, the better policy
makers understand the impact of regulations on small-business owners, the more
able they will be to lessen the burden.
One-third of small employers have had a
government official enter their place of business to inspect or examine their records and/
or licenses or otherwise check on their compliance with some government requirement,
according to the poll.
About 28 percent of small employers cite
compliance costs as their largest regulatory
issue followed by 18 percent citing the difficulty of understanding what they must do to
comply. Seventeen percent find the extra paperwork required as their biggest issue. The
balance of the results includes time delays
regulations cause, limits placed on actions
you want to take, and other reasons.
It would be beneficial for the state’s longterm economic health if every lawmaker approached a new idea with the above in mind.
Anthony K. Smith is Oregon state director
for the National Federation of Independent
Business.

randyrandallphotography.com/
/randyrandallphotography/
rrandall_2001@yahoo.com, 971-388-1765
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Why Nonprofits Have A Difficult Time
Making Decisions: Hope Is Not A Strategy
Nonprofit organizations differ from for
profit enterprises in many ways, but one
key difference is when it comes to the
tough decisions, nonprofits just take a lot
longer to act.
In the book, Necessary Endings, consultant and psychologist Henry Cloud makes
the point that these
tough decisions - he
calls them “pruning moments” and “endings”
- are sometimes necessary, strategic steps people need to make to move
themselves and their organizations forward.
HARVEY GAIL
Decisions that involve
ceasing
a key activity,
SPIRE
changing
direction or firMANAGEMENT
ing staff (an “ending” as
Cloud puts it) often takes
longer for a variety of reasons.
Business is driven by the immediate need
to keep making money. That motivation
alone is often the spark necessary to motivate leaders to make changes. Nonprofits,
can simply stop providing services, or significantly slow down the process of serving their constituents to save money. They

can limp along if need be - sometimes for a
long time while they hope for things to get
better. Cloud notes that as the saying goes,
“hope is not a strategy” but many nonprofits cling to it.
Sometimes nonprofit leaders will
put off a difficult
decision
forever
and simply change
their entire mission to avoid having to make a tough
decision in the first
place. Faced with a
situation that has
no hope of success,
they will linger in
that difficult place
for a long time.
Business leaders
are rewarded for
being innovative
and taking risks
which speeds up the tough decisions. Nonprofit leaders view decisions to stop doing
things (pruning) that don’t seem to be producing results with skepticism because it is
destabilizing to themselves as leaders and

they are unsure the impact it will have on
stakeholders. What’s especially difficult for
nonprofits is ending a key program, cutting
services or letting a staff person go. This
decision is viewed
as a failure to
achieve their mission. The trouble
is, when a nonprofit’s mission is
broadly defined,
almost any tough
decision could be
viewed as a failure.
Business
has
fewer
decisionmakers and communicate
more
often. The number
of decision makers can be at fault.
While many businesses are more
tightly controlled
they usually have fewer decision makers,
who are in closer contact. Nonprofits have
a variety of stakeholders including a board
of directors, donors, dues paying members,
sponsors and the recipients of their ser-

So, when faced with
all these obstacles,

it’s no wonder board
members can be

frustrated by the

slow pace of change
in their nonprofit.

Right on the Corner
Right on on the Price!

Join the Salem Fire Foundation
before the end of the year

of population

in CPR and
AED usage
That’s a total of

109,000
people

Financing Available

12th2313Street
Auto Sales
12th Av. SE, Salem
Corner of 12th and Hoyt

and receive the distinction of
being a Founding Member.

Train
75%

BUY - SELL - TRADE

vices. Nonprofit leaders have a hard time
weighing the importance of input from all
these groups, so they just avoid deciding at
all.
The decision timeframe is often at fault
for failing to act. Nonprofit boards meet
no more often than monthly. Given that
schedule it can take a long time to make
decisions. In fact, what often happens is
it takes so long that by the time they are
ready to act a new set of board members
have moved in.
So, when faced with all these obstacles,
it’s no wonder board members can be frustrated by the slow pace of change in their
nonprofit. But if leaders learn to recognize the challenges nonprofits face when it
comes to making the tough decisions, the
endings and pruning moments are easier
to handle. While it may seem difficult now,
know that the source of that light at the
end of the tunnel is opportunity shining on
your organization.
Harvey Gail is President of Spire Management a strategic communication, association management and event planning
company in Salem, Oregon. SpireManagment.com, @HarvGail.

Sign up
additional

5,000

PulsePoint
users
by 2017

total of

300
AED units

Your membership
in the Salem Fire Foundation will
help continue the initiatives that can
significantly improve survival from outof-hospital sudden cardiac arrest for the
citizens in our community.

JOIN TODAY

Provide

for public
access in our
community
by 2025

salemfirefoundation.org/membership/
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Finishing Touch
Auto Expands to
New Location

Business and satisfaction can increase with
new 5,000 sq. ft. shop
At Finishing Touch Auto Detailing (FTA) in
Stayton, Oregon, space was a growing issue.
Now, the business has moved to a new building with 5,000 square feet and can speed up
work and increase quality satisfaction. Located at 101 N. 2nd Ave Stayton, Oregon, the
large building has already been given a face
lift and will allow for major changes in the
way entrepreneur Ryan Hendricks runs his
auto detailing business.
The shop was formerly run out of an
800-square foot building. With limited
space, only so many vehicles could be worked
on in a day, customers often had nowhere to
park, and during the summer cars may have
had to be worked on outside. With the new
location being more than five times larger,
these issues are a thing of the past.
“Our new location can allow us to work on
more vehicles, get them done more quickly,
and have greater quality control,” says Hendricks. “We’re opening this larger shop at a
great time for business, when our part-time
Oregon resident customers return for the
spring and summer months.”
Hendricks was named the Stayton/Sublimity Chamber “Young Professional of the Year”
and lives up to that honor with his investments in the community. Interim President
of the Stayton Sublimity Chamber Carmelle
Bielenberg said, "Ryan is a shining example
that business success is achieved through
perseverance, goal-setting and relationship
building. Ryan’s business values earned him
our 2016 Rising Star, Young Professional of
the Year Award. And our Board invited him
to serve on the Chamber Board of Directors
because of his integrity and incredible work
ethic. We are lucky to have business owners
like Ryan in this community.”
With FTA’s business having doubled from
2015 to 2016, this new venue and added values are sure to help continue the business’s
growth. Hendricks is already planning on
further expansion. “Within five years, we
plan to expand to a few new locations in
other cities.”
In addition to the new space, FTA is also
adding in new services including paint protection film, spray-in bed liners and a selection of after-market accessories. “With the
valuable feedback from our customers, and
with the growth and scaling of the company,
I’ve implemented more quality control systems. Vehicles are checked several times before customers get them back.”
FTA has moved to 101 N. 2nd Ave., just
two blocks southeast of former location. For
more information about Hendricks or Finishing Touch Auto Detailing visit www.ftadetailing.com or the business’s Facebook or Instagram page @ftadetailing. Business hours
are Monday through Saturday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Progress On New Police Station
a political action committee whose stated
Special to the Salem Business Journal
goal this winter was to urge the city’s leadPro-business candidate Chuck Bennett
crushed his opponent in the 2016 mayoral
ership to come forward with a revised plan
race with a campaign that promised comfor the police headquarters, one that would
result in less cost and a reduction in size.
mercial growth and added jobs for Salem.
Working in concert, law enforcement leadAs part of that November mandate, the new
mayor is backing a May ballot initative to
ership and the city staff came back with a
give voters a second opportunity to replace
proposal that whacked $20 million off the
a police headquarters plagued by structural
original $82.1 million project. Coming in
inefficiencies, cramped quarters and safety
at approximately 115,000 square feet, the
vulnerabilities.
re-imagined police facility reconfigured the
Bennett, voicing a belief held by many busi148,000 square feet planned for the police
station voters rejected. But something vital
ness and civic leaders in the community, conwas lost in that decision: the plan to include
tends that a police facility that meets modern
space for Salem’s 911 communications opstandards will help sustain the high level of
safety and security
eration, the emerfor which Oregon’s
gency hub that serves
state capital is known.
not only Salem but a
Those standards concluster of surrounding
communities.
tribute to a standard
“Those cuts were
of living that attracts
painful,” Mayor Bennew businesses and
retains long-standing
nett said. “There is no
ones.
911 center in the new
Recent research conbuilding and the new
plan does not recogducted by The Nelson
Report, a public opinnize expected growth
of police department
ion research firm,
staffing. We didn’t
indicates strong supwant to make those
port for Salem’s law
cuts, but we had to in
enforcement team.
order that the meaSome 45 percent of
Mayor Chuck Bennett
Salem residents insure would pass.”
In the run-up to the
dicate they feel “very
November election, opponents sounded a
safe.”
steady drumbeat on social media and online
In the same telephone poll, 38 percent of
platforms that the city’s original plan was
respondents rated the operation and perforexcessive and out of proportion. Monday
mance of the Salem Police Department as
morning architects and city planner wanna“excellent.” Another 47 percent rated it in
the “good” range.
bees claimed the city wanted to erect a “Taj
One in 10 respondents gave police a rating
Mahal,” a judgment that was meant to sugof “only fair” or “poor.”
gest that the actual planners and architects
That’s an 85 percent satisfaction level with
were running amok with taxpayer dollars.
the police department’s 190 sworn officers,
Lost in that discussion was the expertise
118 civilian and 95 volunteers.
provided by the DLR Group, architectural
That same poll drilled down to search for
consultants hired by the city, whose job it
answers why residents so satisfied with Sawas to consider all of the particular needs
and realities of modern-day policing in a
lem police voted against the construction of
state capital. The DLR team spent four days
a new, $82.1 million, 148,000 square-foot
in Salem conducting interviews with 29 sepheadquarters, a state-of-the-art campus
meant to last perhaps 50 years. To many, it
arate police operational groups. This deep
seemed a paradox.
dive into the Salem-specific needs, combined
“I was disappointed when the November
with DLR’s expertise in design for security
ballot measure to build a new police staof visitors and staff, efficient work flow and
movement throughout the facility, and action failed,” Mayor Bennett said recently. “I
found out from researchers that most people
companying future growth, resulted in the
who voted no did so because they thought
recommended 148,000 square foot plan.
the cost was too high. The second-most
It provided an informed view of what it
prevalent reason was that voters didn’t know
might take to construct a facility that would
enough about the measure to vote yes.”
not quickly become obsolete, as what hapIn December, Bennett heeded the call of a
pened when the present police station
citizen-led group assembled by a core of Saopened in 1972.
“I was hired in 1979 and the building is balem’s acknowledged tribal leaders, including
restaurateur Gerry Frank, philanthropist-acsically the same as it was then, with remodels
having occurred throughout the years to activist Dick Withnell and former Salem Mayor
Janet Taylor, among others. Meeting weekly,
commodate growth and operational needs,”
that ad hoc, bi-partisan group galvanized
said Salem Police Chief Jerry Moore. “Given
and evolved into the Friends of Salem Police,
that, I would say the current facility has had

“We should
build now
rather than
later, when interest rates and
construction
costs will be
higher.”

limitations since the day I was hired.”
When the Salem Civic Center was constructed there were no seismic standards.
Today, there are several layers of seismic
standards that buildings have to meet to
comply with city and state building codes.
Public safety buildings, like hospitals and
fire stations, must meet the immediate occupancy standard, meaning the building
must be functional after an earthquake. To
meet that standard costs on average about 25
percent more than office buildings. Also adding to construction costs are the inclusion of
a crime lab, holding cells, evidence storage,
sally port, SWAT and patrol armories and
other areas specific to police work.
The Friends of Salem Police campaign has
at its primary goal a wide-ranging objective
of educating voters about the urgent need for
the facility and what the benefits of its completion will mean to the people who will pay
for it with their taxes. At $61.8 million the
new measure is estimated to cost 26 cents
per $1,000 of assessed property value. For
a family living in a home with an assessed
value of $200,000, that investment in public
safety would be about 14 cents per day.
“We have pledged to provide multiple channels of information about the bond measure
to ensure complete transparency,” Mayor
Bennett said. “With video posts, newsletters,
press releases, social media, talk shows and
speaking engagements, we plan to bombard
the community with what you need to know
about the measure so you can make an informed decision.
Bennett, with support from the Friends of
Salem Police, has sharpened their talking
points to these, in the mayor’s words:
“The current police facility is cramped and
inefficient.”
“Salem needs a police center that is operational even after an earthquake.”
“Crime victims ought to have privacy and
protection from alleged criminals.”
“We should build now rather than later,
when interest rates and construction costs
will be higher.”
It is the last point that supporters of the police center hope rings true with the business
community. The time is right for an investment in safety and security, the city’s elected
leaders have indicated, and the investment is
much needed.
The voters spoke in November, electing
Bennett over Carole Smith, who campaigned
for more bicycle paths and the removal of
parking meters from the library.
In the same election, voters rejected the
$82.1 million police station, 52-48.
Bennett and the city council, acting in the
best interests of Salem, have come back with
a revised plan that takes into account the
size, scope and cost concerns voiced by the
people who elected them.
In the weeks leading to the May ballot, a
public awareness surge will saturate Salem.
This time, supporters mean business.
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Oregon's Unemployment Rate Reaches
Record Low 4.0 Percent In February
Oregon's unemployment rate dropped to 4.0 percent in February, from 4.3 percent in January. This
was the lowest unemployment rate since comparable
records began in 1976. Oregon's 4.0 percent unemployment rate was significantly lower than the U.S.
unemployment rate of 4.7 percent in February.
In February, the number of unemployed Oregonians
dropped to about 82,000, which was the lowest number since August 1995 when about 82,000 were unemployed. By contrast, the labor force has grown from
just under 1.7 million in 1995 to over 2.0 million today.
In February, nonfarm payroll employment surged
ahead by 8,200 following a revised gain of 700 in
January. Government grew the most of the major sectors, as it added 4,400 jobs, rebounding from a loss of
3,400 jobs in January. Similarly, health care and social
assistance shot up by 2,400 jobs in February following
a loss of 1,700 the prior month. Manufacturing added
1,300 after a loss of 200 in January. Construction continued to grow rapidly by adding 900 jobs in February,
following a strong gain of 2,500 in January. Only one
major industry cut more than 600 jobs in February as
transportation, warehousing and utilities shed 1,400.
Over the past 12 months, payroll employment added
39,900 jobs, or 2.2 percent, which was a slight deceleration from the growth rate near or above 3 percent
throughout much of the past four years. Oregon is still
growing faster than the U.S. growth rate of 1.6 percent.
Since February 2016, Oregon's growth was very fast
in construction, which added 8,900 jobs, or 10.0 percent. Other industries that grew rapidly were health
care and social assistance (+8,700 jobs, or 3.8%);
financial activities (+3,600 jobs, or 3.8%); and infor-

mation (+1,100 jobs, or 3.3%). Meanwhile only three
industries cut jobs over the year: manufacturing (-400
jobs, or -0.2%); mining and logging (-200 jobs, or
-2.6%); and wholesale trade (-200 jobs, or -0.3%).
Next Press Releases
The Oregon Employment Department plans to release the February county and metropolitan area unemployment rates on Tuesday, March 28th, and the
next statewide unemployment rate and employment
survey data for March on Tuesday, April 18th.
The Oregon Employment Department and the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) work cooperatively to
develop and publish monthly Oregon payroll employment and labor force data. The estimates of monthly
job gains and losses are based on a survey of businesses. The estimates of unemployment are based on
a survey of households and other sources.
The pdf version of the news release, including tables
and graphs, can be found at www.QualityInfo.org/
press-release. To obtain the data in other formats such
as in Excel, visit www.QualityInfo.org, then within the
top banner, select Economic Data, then choose LAUS
or CES. To request the press release as a Word document, contact the person shown at the top of this press
release.
For help finding jobs and training resources, visit
one of the state's WorkSource Oregon Centers or go
to: www.WorkSourceOregon.org.
Equal Opportunity program -- auxiliary aids and
services available upon request to individuals with
disabilities. Contact: (503) 947-1794. For the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing population, call 711 Telecommunications Relay Services.

Calendar of Events
March 2017
4/6/2017
4/7/2017
4/7/2017
4/7/2017
4/10/2017
4/11/2017
4/11/2017
4/14/2017
4/21/2017
4/24/2017
4/28/2017
5/5/2017
5/8/2017
5/9/2017
5/12/2017

Public Policy Session
Ribbon Cutting - Studio C Photography
Ribbon Cutting - Vance Chiropractic & Functional Neurology
Greeters Networking - Hosted by: Marion County Emergency Management
Forum Speaker Series Luncheon | Ben Brookman, Horizon Air
Chamber Business Women - "Real Situational Awareness"
LBA / Chamber Partnership: Connect and Learn
Greeters Networking - Hosted by: Eola Hills Wine Cellars
Greeters Networking - Hosted by: Family Building Blocks
Power Hour
Greeters Networking - Hosted by: Western Oregon University
Greeters Networking - Hosted by: Queen of Peace
Forum Speaker Series | Annual Appreciation Luncheon
Chamber Business Women
Greeters Networking - Hosted by: Union Gospel Misson

VENTI’S DOWNTOWN AND HORNITOS PRESENTS

¡Fiesta
!
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M
De
Special Hornitos
Margarita Menu
Hornitos Swag and
Product Tasting
Taco Crawl Specials

FEAT:

ORQUESTRA
PACIFICO TROPICAL (PDX)

Prizes
Pinata!

FRIDAY, MAY 5

Taco Crawl: 9pm

Music:10pm ($5 cover)

VENTI’S DOWNTOWN
325 Court St. NE, Salem, OR 97301
503-399-8733

www.freemanmotor.com

TACOCRAWLSALEM.COM
ORQUESTRAPACIFICOTROPICAL.BANDCAMP.COM

Our Chief Jerry Moore
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Salem Police Chief Jerry Moore oversees
a department with 190 officers, 118 civilians
and 95 volunteers. They work in a facility
built during the Nixon Administration, when
gasoline was 36 cents a gallon, a first-class
stamp was eight cents and the average price
of a new sedan was just over $3,000.
Salem’s population in 1972 was 74,600. Today it marches past 160,000.
On the three television networks, standardissue criminals were neatly dispatched by the
likes of “Police Woman” Angie Dickenson. In
2017, Claire Daines portrays a bipolar CIA
officer defusing international terrorist plots.
Chief Moore agreed to discuss the gap between then and now, providing insight into
the urgency of replacing a police headquarters unfit for the 21st Century.
It has been said that the current police
headquarters limits some functions of the
department's work. How long has this been
true?
I was hired in 1979 and the building is basically the same as it was then, with remodels
having occurred throughout the years to accommodate growth and operational needs.
Given that, I would say the current facility
has had limitations since the day I was hired.
What example would you offer to explain
how the lack of space limits functions?
I believe it starts at the front door. Citizen
victims or folks seeking information have no
privacy in which to share their needs or issues. Lack of office space limits our ability to
take them anywhere private.
Once inside, crime victims are interviewed
in small, unfriendly interview rooms designed for suspects, not victims. While one
room has been created for children victims,
the lack of soft interview rooms does not provide victims the service they deserve.
Detectives, school officers and gang officers
(just as examples) work in cramped quarters
or no quarters at all within the current facility. Many employees, such as dispatch or the
crime lab, work in offices off site.
Our crime lab is located seven miles away
and requires daily commutes to deliver or
recover evidence. Evidence is stored in locations throughout the community as sufficient evidence storage within the facility
does not exist.
Not all officers have lockers, and the storage of equipment they need does not exist
or is sorely lacking. Vehicles they utilize are
parked in public parking, unsecured and unprotected.
Special teams, such as SWAT, have limited storage or lockers for their equipment.
Cramped into a small room due to necessity, they change into their duty uniforms in
hallways or even outside in an adjacent alley.
Vehicles they need are parked miles away
and require an officer to respond to retrieve
them, prior to their being able to deploy on
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an incident.
SWAT team have
We have heard
to be parked off
that the absence
site? Do they
of
conference
require
special
rooms can result
care?
in training and
The BEAR, our
other tasks being
armored vehicle,
moved off site.
has to be parked
Can you provide
off-site because
an example of
it does not fit in
that?
the parking strucConference
ture nor is there
rooms and trainample parking for
a vehicle this size.
ing rooms are enAlso, since it is a
tirely different.
$250,000 vehicle
The current poit is necessary to
lice facility has
keep it both unone designated
conference room,
der cover and seshared by evcure since expenery employee of
sive equipment is
the department.
stored inside it.
This limits squad
Our bomb truck
or unit meetings
and
associated
Salem Police Chief Jerry Moore a
and often results
equipment
reproponent for a new police facility
in some meetings
quires a secure
being delayed or held in cramped office cufacility to be stored in because of the very exbicles.
pensive electronic equipment stored inside
Training facilities for the department conit. No space is available near the civic center.
When the station was built in 1972, what
sist of one small training room. Scenario
aspects of modern-day police work were not
and realistic training is virtually impossible
a factor?
in this room. Most officer training presented
Security--both physical and digital--were
by our department trainers occurs off site in
not considerations. We do not have secure
rented or donated facilities.
parking for our vehicles, and they are spread
Yearly in-service training is held in Brooks,
throughout the city. Many years ago we had
at a cost, as we lack the necessary space.
pipe bombs detonate under several of our
Management team meetings take place in
vehicles parked off site. We have had people
locations such as Broadway Commons, Prinfilm or tamper with our vehicles, which congle Park or other large rooms throughout the
city, often times requiring rental.
tain equipment worth thousands of dollars.
Do the limitations result in lost time that
Technology changes have certainly changed
could be spent in more beneficial ways?
since 1972 as has the size of our agency and
Travel to and from off-site training facilithe specialized equipment to safely conduct
police operations. In 1972, we did not have
ties is a perfect example. Providing driving
a hostage negotiations team, a bomb team,
time is wasted time. There are many hours
a SWAT team or a variety of special units or
lost due to the requirement of having to
teams. The simple need of storing bicycles
move training equipment from one location
was never a thought in 1972, nor did we have
to another. This requires officers to spend
K-9s
time loading, unloading, transporting and
We have had to install cameras for audio
travel from one off-site location to another.
recording in our investigative areas after
In addition to training, many of our spelegislative action required it. Technology for
cial teams (SWAT/HDT) have all or much of
that need did not exist in the facility and was
their required equipment off-site, so time is
completed by our staff. Our computer lab
lost in getting vehicles or equipment back to
needs upgrades for storage and security.
the department prior to deployment for call
The amount of technical equipment necouts.
Transporting evidence to and from our
essary to conduct our work has increased
crime lab is unproductive time.
enormously, such as radar, LIDAR, scanners
Inefficient storage, work flow and parking
(TCU) and tactical equipment.
impacts our patrol officers daily. Simply havItems as simple as power outlets do not
exist,
which are necessary to charge all of
ing to search for your particular patrol car in
our accessories, computers, laptops, night
public parking is time consuming and unvision, cell phones, radios and flashlights.
necessary and would not occur in a properly
On a daily basis, officers are required to take
designed facility.
their equipment home to ensure it is propWhy is it that the armored vehicles for the
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erly charged for their next shift.
It seems that "make do" and "can do" are
the department's prevailing attitudes. To
what do you attribute this positive approach?
Our goal is to keep this city safe, and our
employees strive to do that regardless of
their surroundings.   Customer satisfaction
and problem solving are our number one
goals. When we see a problem our officers
love to fix it no matter what the limitations
are both internally and externally.
We are blessed with good, reasonable people. We truly do “make do” with the hand
we are dealt, and we don’t whine about current conditions. I try to stress a positive approach, yet we are human. For many of our
officers, this current building, with all of its
limitations, is all we have known or worked
in.
When voters turned down the preferred
plan for the new headquarters, asserting that
the scale was too large, what did they not understand about the building requirements?
In shaving $20 million, what aspects of the
original plan are now missing? In short,
what was lost?
Our City Council, following the work of the
Blue Ribbon Task Force, asked for a professional review of our current and future
needs, and that was what was provided.
That review and plan detailed what the experts felt was necessary for a police center to
serve this community for the next 40 to 50
years. Unfortunately, information relative
to why a public safety facility costs so much
more than a normal office building or home
construction, which most people are more
familiar with, was not successfully achieved.
In reducing the size and cost of the facility, our 911 center (WVCC), opportunity for
suggested future growth, and some parking,
were eliminated.  
In the original plan, there was an accommodation for community meeting space.
What was the thinking behind that?  
I think some people feel this police center
is just a building for the police officers. While
we will certainly be housed there, this is really a building for Salem, for our community
and for those we serve.
Having a community meeting space will allow for our community to come to the police
center, not just when they need our services,
but also for other events. It allows us the
chance to interact with members of our community and use their building for positive
events and activities and hopefully diminishes what many often see as a negative response to “going down to the police department.” Basically, inviting the community
into our home develops relationships and
improves police-community relationships at
a time when that is extremely important.

What’s In A Title?
April 2017

There is a lot of confusion among the investing public with what a financial planner or adviser is and does, who it is done
by, and for what. The confusion is understandable considering the many different
‘letters after the name’ and no clear distinction as to what they mean. Following
is a definition of financial planning and a
description of some of
the professionals that
may be involved, and finally how they get compensated.
Essentially,
financial
planning means looking
at every aspect of your
RAY SAGNER
finances,
evaluating
FINANCIAL
where you are in your fiCOLUMNIST
nancial life, determining
where you want to be,
and employing tools and strategies to get
there. Finally, your advisor monitors the
pieces of the plan and adjusts as necessary.
In addition to being qualified to provide
you with general financial planning services, many financial professionals may be
registered as investment advisers or hold
insurance or securities licenses that allow
them to buy or sell products. While the Financial Planning Association would prefer
that to call themselves financial planners,
they must have specific credentials with
the right education and experience, each of
the following types of advisers could take
you through the financial planning process.
Ethical financial planners will refer you to
one of these professionals for services that
they cannot provide and disclose any referral fees they may receive in the process.
The Professionals:
Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) and
public accountants. CPAs have passed a
national examination, completed educational and supervised experience (in most
cases) requirements, and are licensed by
the various states to practice public accounting. Many accountants have broadened their activities in recent years into
other areas of financial planning, such as
investment planning.
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™
Certificants are individuals who have met
CFP Board’s education, examination and
experience requirements, have agreed to
adhere to high standards of ethical conduct
and who complete CFP Board’s biennial
certification requirements, including continuing education. A CFP® practitioner is
a financial professional that upholds a fiduciary standard.
Holders of the Chartered Financial Analyst® (CFA®) designation are securities
analysts, money managers and investment
advisers who focus predominately on the
analysis of investments. Individuals earn
the CFA designation by completing expe-
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rience, education, examination and ethics
requirements for the CFA Institute.
The title Chartered Financial Consultant
(ChFC) is used by financial professionals,
including accountants, attorneys, bankers,
insurance agents and brokers, and securities representatives who have earned the
ChFC designation by completing an eightcourse education program, met experience
requirements, and agreed to uphold a code
of ethics.
The term "financial adviser" covers a
broad spectrum of financial professionals
including financial planners, registered
representatives, money managers, investment advisers and individuals who sell, or
advise people on financial products.
Insurance agents are individuals licensed
by a state or states to sell life and health
and/or property and casualty insurance
products. Many financial planners are licensed to sell or give advice on insurance
products. Independent insurance agents
sell products for two or more insurance
companies, whereas exclusive insurance
agents represent only one.
Any individual or firm providing securities advice for compensation as part of a
regular business of giving investment advice must register with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) or appropriate state securities agencies as an investment adviser. Broker/dealers are usually
exempt from registering as investment
advisers because they are primarily sales
agents who fall under the regulation of the
National Association of Securities Dealers
(NASD®). An investment adviser representative is an individual associated with
an investment adviser firm who provides
investment advice to clients.
Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) who
wish to specialize in personal financial
planning can earn the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountant’s (AICPA)
Personal Financial Specialist (PFS) designation by being a member of the AICPA in
good standing and meeting its exam, experience, and learning requirements.
A registered representative, also called a
stockbroker, is affiliated with a stock exchange member broker/dealer firm, recommends to clients which securities to
buy and sell, and earns a commission on
all trades as compensation. All registered
representatives, including any financial
planners who execute buy or sell orders for
mutual funds, stocks, bonds, commodities
or other securities on behalf of clients for
compensation, must be registered with the
NASD® and licensed by the appropriate
state securities agency.
In addition to knowing your planner’s
education and qualifications, it is also important to understand how one gets paid.
Broker/dealer is a term used to describe

an individual or a company that is licensed
to buy and sell investment products for or
to clients. Some broker/dealers are large
companies that sell securities that they
own (thus, the term "dealer"), while others
are firms that only buy and sell securities
on behalf of investors (thus, the term "broker").
A Fee-Based Financial Adviser is an adviser who is compensated both by fees
paid by the client and commissions that
are contingent on the purchase or sale of
financial products.
A Fee-Only Financial Adviser is an adviser who is compensated solely by the client,
with neither the adviser nor any related
party receiving compensation that is contingent on the purchase or sale of financial
products. The fee is usually collected on a
percentage of assets managed or an hourly
charge.
Of course, we all have our biases and as a
fee only CFP® practitioner with a fiduciary
responsibility to put the clients’ interests
first, that’s the one I lean to. Biases aside,
there are several good planners that can
get you on the right path to achieve your
goals.
The purpose of this article is to inform
our readers about financial planning/life
issues. It is not intended, nor should it be
used, as a substitute for specific legal, accounting, or financial advice. As advice in
these disciplines may only be given in response to inquiries regarding particular
situations from a trained professional. Ray
Sagner is a Certified Financial Plannerô
professional with The Legacy Group, Ltd,
a fee only Registered Investment Advisory
Firm, in Salem. Ray can be contacted at
503-581-6020, or by email at Ray@TheLegacyGroup.com You may view the Company’s web site at WWW.TheLegacyGroup.
com
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Why Overpricing
Your Property
Can Be Fatal

Our region has a lot of vacant commercial
property on the market, but it still can be hard
to find that perfect space. When pricing the
space, your real estate professional is your best
resource.
Sometimes, owners think that initially setting
the square foot rate high is a good strategy. This
can be problematic for the following reasons:
Initial excitement. The best time to get attention for your property is when it is first listed.
People in the market for your type of space
will already have a good idea as to the market
price. If you’re space is priced too high, it may
be quickly dismissed as an option.
You may appear “out of
touch.” While most people
understand there is a negotiation element in a lease
or purchase, overpricing
may give you the perception of being unrealistic or
overvaluing your property.
ALEX RHOTEN
Then
your property can get
PRINCIPAL
a
stigma
around it, sit on the
BROKER,
market
for
quite some time,
COLDWELL
and
you
will
have comBANKER
COMMERCIAL pletely blown your opportuMOUNTAIN
nity to generate enthusiasm
WEST
around it. Even if you start
REAL ESTATE
lowering your price over
time, you’ve lost your original prospects.
Below market might be a strategy: In a hot
market, when property like yours is in short
supply, you might create a bidding war. Then
investors/buyers could compete to outbid their
competitors, getting wrapped-up in a frenzy
that can deliver you a much better price, similar to what happens once people begin bidding
against each other at auctions.
This isn't the position that you want to be in,
so whenever you're putting your property on
the market, make sure that you price it in a
manner that will get people excited about buying it!

The Book Bin is a locally
owned, family operated
business that has been in
the same family since 1984.

Store Locations
215 SW 4th St Corvallis
541-752-0040
M-Sat 8:30am-9:00pm
Sun 9:00am-7:00pm
Book Buying
M-Sat 9:00am-5:00pm &
Sunday 11:00am-5:00pm

Salem Downtown
450 Court St NE Salem
503-361-1235
M-Sat 9:00am-9:00
Sunday 10:00am-7:00pm
Book Buying until 5:00pm,
7 days a week

Three generations currently spend their time between the Corvallis store and the two Salem stores.
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Is Your Reasonable Commute Unreasonable?
(Editor’s Note: Congratulations Mary
Louise on achieving your Accreditation in
Public Relations from the Public Relations
Society of America!)
The commute isn’t “too bad.” That’s what
everyone says. But isn’t it? By working in Salem, but living elsewhere are we getting the
best out of our lives?
Of course, there are times when commuting isn’t a choice. The lack of housing in
our community may lead to the commuting
lifestyle. Family dynamics
(jobs in different towns,
living near children or
parents) may require us to
live farther from work than
we want. Job changes or
transfers can dictate travel.
But what about comMARY LOUISE
muting as a choice? The
VANNATTA
most common commute
TELLING YOUR is to and from Salem to the
STORY
Portland-Metro area. We
hear stories of millennials piling into one small condo in Portland’s
Pearl District so they can live in this upscale
community. State
workers (the largest workforce in
Salem) often say
they would prefer
to live in the “big
city,” making the
daily
commute.
Lack of transportation
improvements have left I-5
congested. What
are the social and
financial costs of
this commute?
Time: Anecdotal data says that the “to Salem” morning commute lasts anywhere between 40-60 minutes. Heading back north is
different. Commuters report that 90 minutes
is average, but with an accident at rush hour
you could be facing up to 120 minutes before
you reach your Rose city home. You will arrive home near 7 p.m., spending just a few

precious hours with your family before you
must get back up at 5:30 or 6 a.m. Too tired
and too late to cook a nice dinner, work out
or go out with friends.
Cost: While taking into consideration that
you are commuting for a job that pays more,
there is still a significant hard cost involved
in commuting. Gas, tires, miscellaneous car
wear and tear costs, insurance, etc. all figure
into drain on your pocketbook. There’s no
going home for lunch so watch your meal/
coffee costs if you don’t bring your own.
Quality of Life: Now I know people who
live in Portland love it and they might not see
the benefits of Salem, but as a lifelong Salem
resident, I can assure you that you can find
a pace of life, art, culture and friendships
here that is well worth it. If you count the
dollars and time over a 10-year period, you
may decide that living close will have provided you significant savings. Arriving home
at 5:15 p.m. (unless you have a bridge commute) is possible and you can gain an addition one plus hours to spend doing whatever
you want (wow! You could work out or cook
a nice dinner at home).
What are the options? If you simply cannot live near
your work (which
is ultimately best
for the environment, your pocketbook and time),
you may consider
ride-sharing,
a
telecommuting
schedule or alternative transportation. But for those
who have a choice, even if you have been
able to finish the 26 CD book on tape set of
an Anna Karenina or Atlas Shrugged in your
car, you might consider how living where
you work may be a real benefit.
Mary Louise VanNatta, APR, CAE is CEO of
VanNatta Public Relations and Association
Management. PRSalem.com, @PRSalem

"...but as a lifelong
Salem resident, I can
assure you that you
can find a pace of
life, art, culture and
friendships here that
is well worth it."
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Capitol Auto Group Ranks Third in
Oregon Business Magazine’s 2017
100 Best Companies to Work for in Oregon.
For the 10th year in a row, Salem’s Capitol
Auto Group is one of Oregon Business Magazine’s 2017 100 Best Companies to Work
for in Oregon, giving them Legacy Award
Status. After ranking 15th in 2016, Capitol
Auto Group (CAG) was listed third in the
large company category
this year. Highlighted
was their employee
events, encouragement
to give back to the community with a paid day
of giving, emphasis on
transparency and communication, and overall
feeling of family.
In addition to their overall ranking, CAG
was also #1 for Management & Communications and Career Development & Learning,
as well as #2 for Work Environment, Decision Making & Trust, and Benefits & Compensation.
This year, the survey polled nearly 9,000
employees across Oregon from firms in
various industries. Scores were based on
employee’s ratings of the organization across
five categories, such as environment and
career development, as well as the group’s
employee benefits and compensation. With
today’s tight labor market, Oregon Business
Magazine (OBM) recognizes the importance
of highlighting offices with the best workplaces to help companies recruit and maintain talented workers. OBM has conducted
the 100 Best Companies survey for the past
24 years.
Capitol Auto Group employees around 300
Oregon workers across their three dealerships: Capitol Chevrolet/Cadillac, Capitol
Subaru and Capitol Toyota In addition to
their recognition by OBM, all three dealerships were listed in Automotive News’ 2016
Best Dealerships to Work for in America.
These accolades are no surprise when considering CAG’s hospitality business model.
In an interview with OBM, Capitol Auto

Group president Scott Casebeer explains,
“We are in the hospitality business — not
the “car” business” This means to Casebeer,
customer service is of utmost importance,
and good customer service starts with a great
employee experience. “For me, it’s about creating a work setting that promotes respect,
growth and a sense of
community,” says Casebeer.
Capitol Auto Group:
Capitol Auto Group has
served the greater Salem area for more than
90 years. Dealer Scott
Casebeer opened the
Toyota facility, 783 Auto Group AV NE, in
Salem, Oregon off the Parkway, in the fall
of 2011 and the Subaru facility in June 2012
at 3235 Cherry AV NE. Chevrolet/Cadillac
opened in late July 2012 at 2855 Maple AV
NE. In 2013 Capitol, West Valley, pre-owned
sales and service opened in Dallas, Oregon.
The company has been: recognized by Oregon Business Magazine 10 times as one of
the 100 Best Companies to Work for in Oregon; Recognized by Oregon Business Magazine 10 times as one of the 100 Best Green
Companies in Oregon; 2012 Salem Chamber
Business of the Year; Nine-time winner, Toyota President's Award, recognized for Toyota
Sales and Service Excellence, Recognized
for Toyota Parts and Customer Relations;
General Motors World Class Technician on
staff and GM Mark of Excellence. 2016 Stellar Care Award from Subaru of America.
The company was EarthWISE Certified by
Marion County in 2013 and nominated for
EarthWiSE Certified Business of the Year
and Sustainable Large Business of the Year.
www.CapitolAuto.com.
Oregon Business is an award-winning
magazine founded in 1981. The magazine
reaches more than 20,000 business, political
and civic leaders across the state. It reports
on a wide range of big-tent business topics.
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Spring Kick-Off At ACE

Ace Hardware store can be convienently found through out Oregon.

When spring arrives, Oregonians tend to
venture outside. It’s also a time when we
stop putting off much-needed yard work. At
South Salem Ace Hardware (SSAH), spring
is a reason for celebration. It’s the beginning
of the growing season and it deserves the
right kickoff.
On April 8 from 10 am to 4 pm, South
Salem Ace Hardware will be hosting a free
Community Garden Party. There will be
giveaways including a Traeger Grill. To go
along with the giveaway, Half Penny Public
House will cook up some delicious barbecue
for the event. SSAH will also feature the following presentations:
Marion County OSU Extension Service
Master Gardeners will field gardening questions.
Arne Jensen Landscaping will answer your
landscaping questions.
Pringle Creek Community will discuss their
fully sustainable residential development located in the heart of Salem.
Turtle Ridge Wildlife Center will introduce
the audience to Griffin, a turkey vulture and
Optimus, an African Spurred Tortoise. They
are a local non-profit organization dedicated
to rehabilitating injured and orphaned wildlife.
The event is open to people of all ages as
children can make a fairy garden in the kid’s
area.
It may not look like spring quite yet, but it’s
never too early to prepare. Stop by South Salem Ace Hardware at 706 Madrona Ave SE
on Saturday, April 8 for a little learning and

even more fun! For more information, call
503-763-6323 or visit acesouthsalem.com.

EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT 5PM

TUNE IN AS WE TALK ALL THINGS SALEM
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AND

DAYS

TO FIRST PAYMENT!

NEW 2017

HIGHLANDER
LE I4 FWD
$

29,657

Price after $2,182 Capitol discount and $0 factory rebate. 4 at Vin#027870, 027301, 027364, 027810.
* $0 down, 90 Days to first payment on approved credit only through SELCO TIer 1 700 or above credit rating.

783 Auto Group Ave. NE
Salem, Oregon

888-277-1913

See dealership for details..* Art for illustration only • Subject to prior sale. Prices do not include license fees, title fees and $100 Doc fees. All sale prices on in stock units only. Expires 3/31/17

VIEW OUR ENTIRE INVENTORY OF
NEW & PRE-OWNED MODELS AT
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Oregonophony At Willamette University

Thursday, April 13, 7:30 p.m., Cone Chapel, Waller Hall.
It's a funny word that just means "the
sounds of Oregon," but for this concert,
the Portland Jazz Composers Ensemble,
directed by composer/trumpeter Douglas
Detrick, is taking it literally. A few months
ago the group put out a call for proposals
asking Oregonian composers to tell them
about their favorite sound from Oregon, and
what a piece inspired by that sound might be
like. Oregon composers Jim Olsen, Jessika
Smith, Eddie Bond, Sam Hunt, and Andrew

Endres were selected to write new works for
world premiere performances at this concert. The Willamette Jazz Collective opens
the performance with a set of new music for
large jazz ensemble.
Willamette students are free. General $12,
WU faculty/staff and senior admission is $8
at the door. For more information contact
the Willamette University Music department at 503-370-6255 or music-info@willamette.edu.

ROTH’S PROUDLY SELLS

NORTHWEST
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Sandy Logging Firm Is Named Operator Of The Year
For Northwest Oregon By The State Board Of Forestry
On March 8, the Oregon Board of Forestry
recognized Wayne Stone Logging of Sandy as
the Operator of the Year for northwest Oregon.
The award was given at the board's regularly
scheduled meeting.
The award recognizes logging operators who
consistently perform above the minimum standards set forth in Oregon's Forest Practices Act
for protecting natural resources. Operators are
judged on how well they protect soil, water,
wildlife habitat and scenic corridors among
other natural resources, especially in difficult
terrain or challenging circumstances. Wayne
Stone Logging was honored for its work to protect water quality during a difficult downhill
harvest south of Brightwood and extra efforts
it took to prevent fires. Video of the harvest can
be seen at https://youtu.be/81WgwqJ8fSA.
Tracy Brostrom, a wildlands fire supervisor
with the Oregon Department of Forestry, nominated Wayne Stone for the award. Brostrom,
who has more than 30 years of experience in
logging, says the area to be logged was steep,
making it too expensive to build access roads.
Because of the relatively small volume of timber, helicopter logging was also uneconomical.
"Wayne Stone met the challenge by putting
up a 100-foot tall tower and hauling the logs
aerially up and over a ridge along more than

3,000 feet of cable," says Brostrom. "This was
an awesome feat. It made building a road unnecessary and minimized impacts to forest soil,
as well as saving the landowner money."
Andrew White, director for the Oregon Department of Forestry's Northwest Oregon Area,
says, "The ingenuity and extra effort of Wayne
Stone Logging provided a unique example of
how to achieve objectives for both resource protection and financial returns on a very difficult
operation."
Wayne Stone Logging is widely respected in
the industry, having been recognized as Operator of the Year by Associated Oregon Loggers
at their 2015 convention. The firm participates
in the Oregon Professional Logger program,
which trains its crews to fully meet or even exceed requirements of the Oregon Forest Practices Act.
The Forest Practices Act has governed logging and forest management to protect natural
resources in Oregon. Enacted in 1971, the Act
is overseen by the Oregon Board of Forestry
and administered by the Oregon Department
of Forestry. Each year, a logging operator who
consistently goes "above and beyond" basic requirements is recognized by the board in each
of three regions in Oregon -- the northwest,
southwest and lands east of the Cascades.

RANCH to TABLE

Hailing from the bountiful Pacific Northwest,
Double R Ranch is widely recognized for superior
beef. They are committed to working with the
region’s most reputable ranchers who use the best
practices to make certain their cattle are well cared
for and all of their beef is robust, juicy and tender.

Mild climate, open spaces
natural resources make and abundant
the Northwest an
ideal location for raisin
g the finest cattle.

Your Family Deserves the Best!

ef is hand selected
Double R Ranch be
DA Choice Grade
US
ly
to include on
marbling.
and higher levels of

Always fresh, fast and friendly
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Mountain West
real estate , inc .

$2,240,000

Albany $2,225,000

Lux
April 2017

NW Salem $1,495,000

S Salem $1,150,000

Exquisite custom home! One of the most
amazing estates in the Valley! Close to both
Albany & Corvallis. This home has everything
you could want both inside & out! (701775)

4.13 incredible acres. Blt ‘88, remodeled ‘08 in/’09
out.Views of Cascades, S.Salem hills, city of Salem,
& Willamette River. 9431 sf, 5+ bd, office & media
rm, 4.5 ba. 4+ car gar & sep shop. Indoor pool. (713686)

180° + unobstructed views. 6700+ sf w/elevator,
4 bd, 4.5 ba, many other rms. 4+ car gar & shop
area.Pool w/bath house area.Gated, .86 acre, prof
designed yard, water feature, putting green. (710177)

DAVID CALE
503.361.7212

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

$749,500

S Salem $699,900

NW Salem $629,500

Beautiful West Salem home. Timeless style,
excellent craftsmanship & beautiful views.
Gourmet kitchen. Many upgrades throughout.
Built by Comfort Homes LLC in 2006. (713411)

10 acre farm or ranch, all usable property. 1-level
ranch style home. Open living 1850 sf home
w/3 bd, 2 ba. Shop, 2 barns, cvrd & outdoor
arenas. Fenced & cross fenced. (709981)

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

ANDRE & TANYA MAKARENKO
503.409.2282 & 503.409.3766

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

S Salem $499,900

Albany $489,900

Entertainer’s dream. Views! Gourmet kitchen
with island. Master suite with walk-in closet.
Indoor sauna, inground pool, decks galore,
40x40 3-bay shop. Dual living potential. (706119)

Proudly built to last by Pacific National
Development Inc. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
1555 sf. Includes 210 Warranty & RV pad.
CCB#19511. (712877)

SAM LABBE
503.851.4831

ROBIN RAMIREZ
503.851.6683

SAM LABBE
503.851.4831

April 2017

Beautiful custom home
4500 sf, built in 2001.
possible dual living in da
views! (709509)

DAVID
503.36

S Salem $489,000

New 2-story home. 4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
2733 sf. Covered entry, vaulted ceiling on main
floor, master on main, walk-in closet, stainless
appliances, 210 Warranty. (712880)

235 Union Street NE, Salem, OR 97301
503.364.9596 | ColdwellBanker@cboregon.com

STEPHEN G
503.58

SE Salem $594,000

2.51 usable acres. Cstm 4000+ sf, blt 2006, all
the cstm amenities. 3 bd (poss 4), 2.5 ba, 800+ sf
family/media room. 1000+ sf (not in sf) semi
finished lower level. Area for shop/RV. (700883)

$499,900

Over half an acre. Custom
2 masters), 3 full & 2 ha
blt 1983. Every poss ame
level rec rm & 1 bd. Finished

Gorgeous McNary Estat
spent on upgrades, ama
2913 sf. Main flr master
in patio, lake views, incr

TROY RE
503.93

Like us on Facebook:
Facebook.com/cbMountainWest

Some individual photos are copyrighted by Willamet te Valley Multip

xury Home
April 2017

S Salem $949,000

m 4742 sf, 4 bd (poss 5th,
alf baths. Brick & stucco,
enity. Main flr living, lower
d shop w/half bath. (716158)

G. TANDY PC
80.1483

D CALE
61.7212

NE Salem $769,500

S Salem

Your dream home! 2.36 picturesque acres,
quality custom built in 2002, 3617 sf, 4 bd, 3 ba,
with 3 covered patios. Heated shop fully finished
to match the house with bathroom! (714651)

2.69 parklike acres in Chinook Estates. Blt 1996.
3348 sf cstm home, 4 bd, 3.5 ba, many updates.
Greenhouse, chicken coop, pasture - fenced &
x-fenced. Huge patio.Shop & 2 sheds. (710634)

BRIAN MCVAY 503.510.6827
APRIL MCVAY 503.510.2922

ANDREA BEYER
503.551.5320

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

SE Salem $549,900

NE Salem $549,500

Independence

Large private acreage. Enjoy absolute seclusion
in this solar assisted home on 5.81 acres w/5 bd
& 4605 sf.Cstm blt 1-owner home.Tons of amenities
incl endless pool & club house for kids! (714769)

Shop, garage, work areas.Blt 1942 & professionally
remodeled in 2009.3000+ sf, 3 bd, 2 ba.36x24 shop,
100x40 shop, 100x12 shed, 50x20 greenhouse
style. Breathtaking country setting. (715086)

Airplane Hangar-RV Storage. 3888 sf cstm 1-level,
4 bd (2 masters), 4 ba. Poss dual living, 3-car
gar/shop. Your own hangar w/pvt taxi lane from
airport, usable for RV storage/shop. (699078)

RICK MAURMANN
503.316.6330

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

Keizer $489,000

tes home.Over $125,000
azing quality, 4 bd, 2.5 ba,
& den. 12x50 screened
redible home. (716066)

Silverton $795,000
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Luxurious gated country est. 29 acres w/mtns &
abbey view! Grand entry, 3591 sf w/ 5 bd, 3.5 ba,
fml living w/dining rm.Open living w/add’l great rm,
dining & kitchen combo. Shop, irrigated. (705148)

Albany $569,800

e. 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
. Main floor living with
aylight basement. Great

ENSHAW
31.7266

Salem Business Journal

SE Salem $474,900

NW Salem $465,000

NW Salem

Single level in Creekside. 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath
home on the 12th fairway. Kitchen has granite
countertops, pantry, gas range. Updated double
ovens & dishwasher. Trex decking. (716093)

West Hills Estates! Custom built 4 bd, 3 ba,
3456 sf home on 0.22 acre corner lot. Marble
floors, large rooms & bonus room. Mountain
view from upper balcony. (707179)

Daylight basement home with mountain views.
Spacious master on the main level, 5 bedrooms,
3 baths, lg kitchen with open floor plan & 3 full
bds on main level. Dual living potential. (714039)

CONNIE BRESEE
503.932.5175

CHUN TRUONG
503.851.3167

JILL & ROB WOODS
503.881.9837

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. | Saturday & Sunday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

ple Listing Service and its members, and are used with permission.
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Cherry City Food Tours, Now Booking For Summer 2017

Freddy Ruiz Jr, 503 881-5031

A new tourism business has started booking tours this month

Cherry City Food Tours is now booking tours
for the Summer, tours are offered on Sunday
Monday and Tuesday, from 6pm-9pm.
Acording to Freddy Ruiz Jr. "now is the
time to start a food tour business". Becuase
of Salem's growth in the past three to four
years Freddy sees this is a great oppourtinutiy to introduce new Salem residents to our
Downtown
"I've always loved hearing about Salem's
downtown history, the underground tunnel
stories, ghost stories and I've always had a
sense of pride just knowning more about my
hometown. I'm also a big fan of knowing all
about the really good food too." said Freddy.

Although these two passions do not make
him an, it is an essitinal trait.
"I want my guests to walk away feeling like
they're more connected to their home. Regardless if you're new to Salem, visiting family, or have been a long time resident; eating
food, meeing people and learning a little bit
is pretty fun." said Freddy.
Luckily Salem's downtown restaurant
scene is continuing to grow in favor of the
flavor.
There are no current plans to be giving
tours during the Fall and Winter months,
but if people are willing to brave the mild
cold and wet, then Freddy will continue to

grow the tours.
Future plans do consitst of hitting the road
and taking groups of people to a few stops
within Salem. Possible stops would be local family markets, specility food providers,
maybe vendor facility tours. These tours
could be on bike or on bus.
Before shuttling tours around town, Cherry
City Food Tours will be offering lunch tours
as well as dinner tours. Lunch is a great tour
idea for hitting those spots that do not offer
a dinner serves.
Along with lunch and dinner tours will be
themed tours. Taco Tour, Sushi Tour, Global
Flavors, Beer-Wine-Cider, Handmade De-

Freddy@CherryCityFoodTours.com

lights, Sweets & Treats, Vegan Vegi Options,
Healthtown, are all titles for future themed
tours.
Freddy is a Salem native and advocate of
Downtown. "I've been living and visiting
downtown Salem for the past 15 years and
being a Salem resident for another 15 plus
years."
After three years of managing the succesfull and popular Taco Crawl, Freddy sees the
food tours as smaller and more intimate.
To book a private tour for you corporate
event or speical occation please email Freddy@cherrycityfoodtours.com or visit the
website cherrycityfoodtours.com
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Yes, Our Children Do Deserve Better
A long-time friend and political ally, recently
said to me in a serious, soft tone of voice, “I am
so glad you are not at the legislature right now.”
A little taken aback, I asked him why he would
say that.
He said, “Patti, I’ve known
you a long time, I can’t
imagine you being comfortable in this current environment.” He continued, “The
lack of respect today for the
process and the lack of respect for one another, are
PATTI MILNE
incomprehensible.”
PEOPLE,
Quickly and sadly, I agreed
PLACES &
with
my friend whose expePOLITICS
rience began back in the days
of Jason Boe at the Capitol. I trust my friend’s
opinion as he and I have known each other from
the 1990s when I was a state legislator and he
was chief of staff for a fellow legislator. He went
on to work in the non-profit community and I
to the Marion County Board of Commissioners.
Yet through the years we have continued to work
together on numerous community projects.
He and I both know well that partisan disagreements have always been a part of politics.
Politics can be rough and tumble. Things can get
heated and relationships can be strained. Provocative floor speeches can stir deep emotions
and tensions can rise as leadership presses hard

for votes on highly partisan, controversial issues.
Nonetheless, through it all, back then respect
for one another, respect for leadership, and most
of all, respect for the process built friendships,
and won the day for Oregonians.
Sadly, today it is a very rare occasion that a
friendship can evolve across the aisle. It is so rare
that one such friendship was headline news this
past year. The strong friendship between Rep.
Vic Gilliam and Rep. Brian Clem should not be
the only example of building bridges across partisan differences.
Having served in a more civil time, it is heartbreaking to witness the extreme vitriol, disrespect, and sometimes appalling and outrageous
behavior that so blatantly overshadows any sincere attempts to share ideas, work together and
represent all the people of Oregon.
Oregon politics have deteriorated to such a low
point that we now have campaigns using bully
tactics that harass opponent’s volunteers and
threaten supporters of opposing candidates.
We have a majority party in Oregon that uses
snobbery and resorts to flagrant disregard for
law and order. They pick and choose which laws
will be upheld and thumb their noses at the federal government.
Is it any wonder that masked citizens take to
the streets destroying personal property, yelling
obscenities and inflicting personal harm on innocent bystanders? Even school children walk

out of school to protest.
Do these elected officials need to be reminded
they took an oath of office? They raised their
right hand and said, “I do solemnly swear that
I will support the Constitution of the United
States, and the Constitution of the State of Oregon…”
Most embarrassing is the behavior and comments of some elected officials and leaders. Behavior that includes flippant remarks, such as
in a recent legislative public hearing on PERS
(Public Retirement System). Referring to the
people in Tier 1, State Senator Laurie Monnes
Anderson said, “Tier 1 has caused the problem.
And, Tier 1,” she said laughing, “ just needs to
die off.” That public employees who have given
years of public service should die off to solve a
budget problem the legislature can’t fix is no
laughing matter, yet chuckles and laughter
from other committee members followed in this
taped meeting.
I am heartsick for our state. The irony is that so
much rhetoric is focused on “the children.” We
hear so often, “It is for the children.” “We owe
it to our children, our children deserve better,”
they screech.
Yes, our children do deserve better. They deserve better role models. Role models who have
self respect and show dignity for their positions
of authority.
How will we turn our attention to our children

and to the critical issues of balancing a budget
and fixing our infrastructure when even city hall
can’t function without disruption?
Portland City Hall has been inundated with
rowdy demonstrators. Public testimony times
have been cut. The doors have even been locked
so demonstrators could not get in. One commissioner told his staff to stay away from the public
meetings.
And, Commissioner Chloe Eudaly said to protesters, “I don’t know why you’ve decided that
your voices are more important than anyone else
who comes to this chamber to give testimony.”
Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler has been facing
unbelievable and unacceptable demonstrations
right on the front porch of his private residence.
When will this stop?
It is not too much to ask Oregon’s Democratic
leadership, beginning with the governor, to stop
appeasing special interest groups with flash-inthe-pan media moments. It is not too much to
ask they bring decorum and dignity back to the
process. It is not too much to ask that they work
with the Republicans on the tough issues of balancing the budget, fixing PERS and implementing true education reform.
Patti Milnem Former State Representative and
Retired Marion County Commissioner, can be
seen on CCTV’s People, Places and Politics

EXPANDED FREEDOM.
OPPORTUNITY.
PROSPERITY.
They all start with reversing the stranglehold
public-sector unions have on our government.

WE’RE THE ONLY ONES MAKING THAT HAPPEN.
FreedomFoundation.com | 503-951-6208
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She's one of a kind,
give her the ring to match.

(503) 364-8707
Tues-Fri, 10am-5:30pm, Sat 10am-3:30pm, 216 Commercial Street NE, Downtown Salem
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Phoenix RV Park
Opens New RV Storage

As the economy continues to improve,
people are once again investing in leisure.
According to the Recreational Vehicle (RV)
Industry Association, there are more than
12,000 RV-related businesses in the United
States, with combined annual revenues of
more than $37.5 billion.
To keep up with this new demand, Salem’s
Phoenix RV Park has opened a nearly twoacre RV storage property. This storage area
is adjacent to Phoenix RV Park at 4170 Silverton Rd NE.
Park owner and manager Todd Call says,
“With home lots becoming smaller, and with
CC&R and homeowners’ associations not allowing RV storage, people who have an RV
do not have a place for them. Most storage in
Salem is uncovered, but the best way to protect this investment is to keep it protected
from the elements.”
Call purchased the lot two years ago, with
the plan to build the facility. After $1.35 million of renovations, the location now has 42
covered RV spots (either 12x40 or 12x45)
and 24 uncovered, including twelve 8x20 enclosed storage units. Spaces will be available
monthly with no minimum lease required.
The lot is fully fenced, lit and secure, with
management on-site.
Call is proud to have engaged local contractors to help him. Salem’s AKS Engineering,
Keith Owens Construction and Cherry City
Electric worked on the project

Judy Howard, who owns both an RV and a
motor home, has stayed at Phoenix RV Park
for the last few years. “RV-ing is a great way
to travel. You get to see the world and meet
new people. We really enjoy it, she said. She
also likes living in Salem and appreciates the
addition of the storage lot. “Phoenix RV is
great because it’s close to everything and the
manager is very accommodating. The storage is good for people, who live full-time at
Phoenix RV and need a place to store all of
their stuff,” explains Howard. “We store our
motorhome at the RV storage, and then use
it to travel. It’s very convenient.”
RV storage spaces are available through the
Phoenix RV Park at 4130 Silverton Rd NE.
For more information call 503-581-2497 or
visit PhoenixRVpark.com
Phoenix RV Park is a top-rated RV destination in Salem, Oregon. Oregon’s capitol city
is nestled in the heart of the Willamette Valley. It has all the conveniences of a first-rate
recreational vehicle (RV) facility. Amenities
include full hookups, pull-through, on-site
RV supplies, propane, security and Wi-Fi.
Phoenix RV Park is consistently rated one
of the best RV parks in the Northwest by
leading industry sources, including Trailer
Life, Woodall’s and Good Sam Club. They
are members of the Salem Area Chamber of
Commerce and Travel Salem. www.PhoenixRVPark.com.
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“Ownership” Of The Salem
Mobile Command Center Can Be
Yours…Well, Maybe Just A Piece.

Although not quite a reality just yet, thanks
to the Salem Police Foundation, citizens can
help build the command center, piece by
piece, by sponsoring a part of this emergency
response vehicle.
The Salem Police Foundation (SPF) has
launched its website so you can contribute
by “buying” one piece of a mobile command
center for the City of Salem.
When officers respond to a natural or manmade disaster, it is essential that they are
prepared. As Salem’s first responders, our
police department needs to be able to communicate, strategize and resolve conflicts.
Salem police need to be able to plan efficiently and effectively, away from distractions
and dangerous elements. Acquiring a mobile
command center will be able to provide this
and more, as our officers work to take care of
people in serious situations.
The vehicle interior contains everything
from a comprehensive control room to a satellite communications system. Parts range
from $5-$25,000. Every purchase made

goes toward the total cost of the vehicle, and
each item is vital. Donors can visit the SPF
website (salempolicefoundation.org) and
“purchase” one of the nearly 100 different
parts.
Other local jurisdictions have mobile command centers. Those communities have the
benefit of such a tool when dire incidents
arise, such as a hostage situation or an active
shooter scenario, or should a natural disaster
threaten their community’s safety response.
The Salem Police Foundation raises funds
to support the police department and,
through donors, has provided training equipment and facilities for K9 officers, a state-ofthe-art fingerprint fume chamber, trauma
kits, domestic violence cameras, and a crime
scene body shield among other things. Currently, the SPF is raising funds for a mobile
command center. www.SalemPoliceFoundation.org.

County Appoints Health Administrator
The Marion County Board of Commissioners announces the appointment of Cary
Moller as the new Health Administrator. Ms.
Moller's appointment follows the retirement
of longtime administrator Rod Calkins. Ms.
Moller begins her new duties March 27.
Ms. Moller has more than 30 years of behavioral health experience, including service
as a developmental disabilities case manager, clinical therapist and program supervisor.
She also served as the regional hospital liaison for the Mid-Valley Behavioral Care Network. Ms. Moller has most recently served

as a Behavioral Health Division Director in
Marion County overseeing community and
provider services, intellectual and development disabilities and alcohol and drug treatment programs. Ms. Moller holds a Masters
in Counseling from Oregon State University
and Western Oregon University and is an
Oregon licensed professional counselor.
Commissioner Sam Brentano, chair, said,
"We are very pleased to announce the promotion of Cary Moller to Health Department
Administrator. Ms. Moller has been a valued
and accomplished member of the county's

management team for many years and we
appreciate her dedicated service."
Ms. Moller said, "The work of the Health
Department is vitally important to the overall health of our community. I am privileged
to have worked under Rod's leadership and
I am so honored to serve as Marion County
Health Department Administrator. The staff
of Marion County Health Department are
dedicated and committed to providing the
highest quality services to the residents of
Marion County."
The Health Department will hold an open

house on Tuesday, March 28, from 4:00 to
6:00 p.m. for community partners, clients,
staff and the public to meet Ms. Moller. The
event will be held at the Health Department
Center Street campus located at 3180 Center
St. NE in Salem.
The Health Department provides community mental health and local public health
services in Marion County. For more information about county health services, visit
www.co.marion.or.us/HLT or call (503)
588-5357.
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Debra Herring Studio to Hold Annual Charity Drive in April
The boutique will partner with Center for
Hope and Safety to collect accessories and
necessary donations
When victims and survivors of assault and
domestic violence leave a toxic environment,
they often must leave many possessions behind and start anew. Beginning again is challenging, and Debra Herring Studios hopes
to help make this transition easier with their
annual drive.
Debra Herring Studio, a unique women’s

clothing boutique, will once again partner
with the Center for Hope and Safety (Formerly the Women’s Crisis Center) in April
to collect women’s accessories and other
necessities for the Center. The Studio will
be accepting donations of appropriate items
throughout the month of April during regular store hours, 10-6 Mon - Fri, and 10-5 on
Saturdays. Suggested items include: gentlyworn women’s clothing and accessories or
personal care items.

CFHS Community Engagement Manager,
Steven Broncheau, said that a representative
will be at the boutique Friday, April 7, from
12-3 p.m. to visit with customers and talk
about the Center.
Debra Herring, owner of Debra Herring
Studio said, “Our clients are so generous. It
is a joy for us to be able to facilitate this accessory drive and to help women who have
to start over and to promote the important
work of our Women’s Crisis Center.” Last

year, over so many
women donated bags
of clothing, accessories, shoes and personal care products.”
To show appreciation to generous customers, those who
bring a bag of donations will receive a
raffle ticket to be entered for a basket of accessories and treats valued at $350.00. Donors will also receive a $10 gift card to spend
at the boutique. Additionally, people can
purchase raffle tickets for the basket, two for
$5 and five for $10, with all proceeds going to
the Center of Hope and Safety.
Stop by Debra Herring Studio during the
month of April to make room in your closet, as well as donate to an important cause.
Debra Herring Studio is located at 4093
Commercial Street in South Salem. DebraHerringStudio.com or 503-375-3750.

Delightful Breakfast
Lunch & Dinner

310 Kearney St SE, Salem
(503) 585-7070
8:00 am – 10:00 pm
Menu at:
gerryfrankskonditorei.com

Visit Our
Websites

SalemBusinessJournal.com

&
SalemMagazine.com
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TradeshowGuy Exhibits Announces New Tradeshow Exhibit Projects for
Dave’s Killer Bread/Alpine Valley, Schmidt’s Naturals and Wedderspoon
TradeshowGuy Exhibits launched three
new exhibit projects in the fall of 2016, all of
which made their debuts in March 2017 at
the Natural Products Expo West at the Anaheim Convention Center.
TradeshowGuy Exhibits has worked with
Dave’s Killer Bread from Milwaukie, OR in
the past, but Wedderspoon, from Philadelphia, and Schmidt’s Naturals, from Portland,
are new clients. Fabrication and design on all
three exhibits was by Classic Exhibits, Inc. of
Milwaukie, OR., one of the top exhibit
booth manufacturers in the country.
Tim Patterson, Owner of TradeshowGuy
Exhibits said, “Completing these three great
companies, all with new exhibits, was a great
process. All three loved the rollout of the ex-

hibits. We managed the setup and dismantle
of two of the exhibits, along with shipping.
All three companies say they got great feedback from visitors – and they all loved the
exhibits and were impressed by the process
and final results.”
Dave’s Killer Bread, which was purchased
last year by Flower, debuted a 10x30 exhibit
which was a combination of the Dave’s Killer
Bread and Alpine Valley brands.
Schmidt’s Naturals, founded in Portland in
2010, used their new 10x20 exhibit to show
off their expanding line of natural deodorants, and will move into soaps and other
products in the near future. Wedderspoon,
of Malvern, PA, imports honey from New
Zealand, and also debuted a 10x20 inline

exhibit.
TradeshowGuy Exhibits has been in Salem
since 2011, working with regional and national companies including Bob’s Red Mill,
Meduri Farms, gDiapers, Dave’s Killer
Bread,
Yerba Prima, Earth
Mama Angel Baby,
Oregon State Marine
Board, SoYoung, Betterment and many
others. The company
focuses on working
with small to medium sized business
to improve their

tradeshow marketing with increased brand
awareness by providing custom tradeshow
booths and rendering expert tradeshow marketing support.

By Beth Casper
Special to the Salem Business Journal
Some of Marion County’s most environmentally friendly businesses, organizations
and individuals took home a prestigious
prize in early March—a Green Award.
The 8th annual ceremony was March 11 at
the Willamette Heritage Center.
The special Lifetime Achievement Award
honored Brenda Knobloch, director of
the Salem-Keizer Education Foundation’s
learning gardens program. She has been
instrumental in the set-up of 10 school garden projects within the district, including
some aquaponics systems. She also helped
organize Urban AgFest, a two-day festival
where in 2014, 1,000 students and parents
learned about local agriculture and growing
food. Her determined promotion and tireless work for the gardens, greenhouses, composting, cooking classes and tasting events
has brought hundreds of students a concrete
sense of achievement and a set of real skills
to enrich their own lives.
Willamette University’s Grounds Team,
which cares for a 60-acre campus, received
the Green Award for the large Sustainable
Business of the Year.
This group composts all the fallen leaves
and tree litter to be used as mulch in shrub
and flower beds. On some of those same
lawns, the department reduced irrigation by
25 percent by eliminating watering with hoses and letting them go dormant during the
dry season. Concrete waste is kept from the
trash and reused as both retaining walls and
stepping stone pathways. And partly because
Willamette University reduced the number
of synthetic pesticides used on campus from
58 to zero, it is the first university in Oregon
to be accredited by Oregon Tilth as Organic
Land Care Practitioners.
“Grounds staff intentionally plan the
grounds as habitat for wildlife, and work di-

rectly with faculty and students to help use
the campus as a classroom to teach about
ecology and natural systems,” according to
the Green Award nomination. “Staff also incorporates edible plants into beddings later
in the growing season so students and employees can casually enjoy fruits and vegetables in the fall semester."
The small Sustainable Business of the Year
Green Award went to Rapid Refill, which
sells remanufactured ink and toner cartridges as well as refurbished printers. The
business generates so little garbage that the
owner takes a trip to the dump once a month
instead of paying for garbage service. Part of
the way employees reduce waste is through
reuse. It has a dedicated room for the storage
of packaging materials and shipping boxes
so that new materials are never needed.
NuvoGlas, a business that uses glass bottles
from local wineries, breweries and restaurants and transforms them into premium
etched drink ware, won the Green Award for
the Green Product of the Year. In addition
to removing glass from the waste stream,
NuvoGlas also partners with the nonprofit
Isaac’s Room to provide skills to displaced
youth in Salem. For NuvoGlas, sustainability
is not simply an environmental term. It also
means providing lasting social change and
empowering the marginalized.
The Oregon Department of Corrections
also operates with a broad definition of sustainability by engaging incarcerated adults in
gardening, beekeeping and native plant programs, which help the environment but also
help the adults in custody gain marketable
skills. The department leases 380 acres of
excess farmland to local food banks to better
utilize the land to help feed Oregon's hungry
residents. The gardens yielded 249,249 lbs.
of produce and donated 13,277 lbs. to the
food banks. The department also completed
an oak release project on the 104-acre Savan-

na Haven property.
This state agency is the winner of the Green
Award for the business Recycler of the Year.
It makes sense given that the agency recycles
hundreds of pounds of unusual materials,
such as ballistic vests, shoes and fabric; refurbishes tons of outdated furniture; and donates hundreds of blankets to the homeless.
The corrections department has six facilities
that are EarthWISE certified in Salem.
Greg Watkins took home the counterpart
Green Award for the individual Recycler of
the Year. Watkins has almost single handedly developed and directed most of the
sustainable practices at Kerr Concentrates
for the last 15 to 20 years. Led by Watkins,
Kerr’s Green team is actively working on reusing reclaim water from the evaporation
process, recycling used plastic liners, and
helping build greater awareness of the benefits of sustainable practices. Watkins built
a program with Marion County to repurpose
used plastic pails from puree and juice productions to hold the county’s recycled paint.
“My biggest accomplishment or personal
satisfaction has been watching how the sustainability programs and our employee involvement have grown,” Watkins wrote as
part of the nomination. “I started recycling
with a few coworkers by saving “nuts and
bolts” in a plastic bucket. Since those days,
we have four employees who have participated in Marion County’s Master Recycling
class and are now contributing back to our
community through their volunteer hours.”
Brooke Jackson is the winner of the firstever People’s Choice Green Champion
Award. Jackson is the founder of the Willamette Valley Friends Co-op, a buying club for
local and organic products that has grown to
2,700 members. Jackson works with local
farms and businesses and finds products
that have a minimal footprint. Before purchasing items, she considers the longevity

of use and avoids single-use and disposable
products and packaging whenever possible.
The co-op uses only reused paper or plastic
bags and doesn’t use any packaging on items
that don’t need it (carrots, potatoes and
apples are placed in customers’ bins loose,
for example). The co-op has about a dozen
fridges and freezers at the site, and as soon
as one is empty, volunteers turn it off to save
electricity.
Chemeketa Community College received
the EarthWISE Business of the Year Green
Award. The college dedicates more than
7,000 square feet to housing its surplus
property, which is repaired and repurposed
or taken apart and recycled. The surplus
property manager repairs and salvages appliances from food service, repurposes tables
for shelving and redistributes old classroom
furniture for reuse. Scrap metals and wood
go to recycling, while unwanted, viable
items are sold online. Chemeketa has approximately 19 bottle filtration stations on
the main campus—keeping an estimated
321,000 plastic water bottles out of the landfill last year and an estimated 525,081 bottles
over the lifetime of the stations to date. The
Salem Campus of the college has completed
several major LED lighting remodels and
was one of the earliest adopters of LED lighting in parking lots.
“These Green Award winners are truly
exceptional at waste prevention, energy efficiency, water conservation and operating
with a small environmental footprint,” said
Alan Pennington, waste reduction coordinator for Marion County. “These businesses
and individuals are leaders in our community and they help push other organizations
to focus on sustainability.”
For more information about the EarthWISE program, visit www.mcEarthWISE.
net or call Alan Pennington at 503-365-3188.
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The Native Son Who Became Salem’s Top Cop
By Michael Patrick O’Connor
A bond measure seeking money for a new
police headquarters in Salem was narrowly
defeated last November. Some voters who
gave a thumbs-down to the measure were not
averse to the Salem Police Department relocating but questioned the price tag: $82 million dollars.
Sitting down with Salem Police Chief Jerry
Moore to discuss the ongoing need for new
digs and other matters proved to be a pleasure. A genuinely humble public servant,
Chief Moore has been a member of local law
enforcement for 40-years, and that is definitely no number to sneeze at.
Moore began his law enforcement career
across the Willamette River in Polk County
as a member of the Dallas Police Department,
and he spent two-and-a-half years there before joining the Salem Police Department’s
ranks.
Moore grew up in Salem. Moore went to
Catholic elementary school here and matriculated to and graduated from McNary High
School. Moore wanted to spend a career in
law enforcement in his hometown, and he
jumped at the chance when it presented itself.
“I always loved this police department when

I was a kid,” Moore told me as we sat in his office. “They, (the officers), were always professional. The few times I came in contact with
them, they treated me right,” Moore added, a
broad smile and a twinkle in the eyes accompanied what I chose to interpret as a cryptic
admission to some innocuous childhood fun.
Saint Patrick’s Day was less than 24-hours
away when I interviewed him, and Chief
Moore’s down to earth style had me thinking:
I‘d love to break bread and have a drink with
this guy.
Enjoying a room temperature Guinness
with Salem’s top cop or a patrolman is not
readily available to Salem residents; however,
the Salem Police Department’s outreach efforts include a program called “Coffee with a
Cop,” which allows for informal get-togethers
between citizens and officers. In a national
climate where the tension between law enforcement and the general public has become
palpable at times, and even downright toxic
due, in part, to irresponsible media hell-bent
on perpetuating false narratives, it is nice to
see a municipality like Salem buck that trend.
When events in Ferguson, Missouri, led
to public outcry following what eventually
was deemed by a grand jury and the Obama
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Justice Department to be a justifiable police
shooting of Michael Brown, many major cities
across the country saw protestors take to the
streets and even illegally shut down freeways.
This is not to say that racism was not endemic
at the Ferguson, Missouri, Police Department, as that was found to be the case.
No violent protests occurred in Salem in the
immediate aftermath of Brown’s death or following the grand jury decision not to indict
now former Ferguson, Missouri, cop Darren
Wilson. Instead, Chief Moore was contacted
by members of Salem’s African American
community and its clergy who sought constructive dialogue and offered support to Salem’s law enforcement, which certainly provided an interesting juxtaposition to the false
narratives about out of control police brutality
from San Francisco to New York City at the
time.
No one was talking about fake news and
alternative facts in 2014 and 2015 but that is
exactly what many broadcasters and newspapermen and newspaperwomen were, in
essence, peddling in the aftermath of the Michael Brown shooting.
In a bid to be first to air or first to print, too
many media outlets ran stories with so-called
eyewitness accounts of the Michael Brown
shooting. Something disturbing occurred
that was woefully underreported when many
of these same eyewitnesses had to tell their
versions of the events to members of law enforcement and/or eventually to the grand jury
and under oath: many of these same eyewitnesses changed their narratives to fit the later
established forensic facts or recanted their
previous statements in order to avoid a perjury charge or, in a couple of instances, had
the temerity to lie anyway.
While Portland saw civil disobedience devolve into vandalism at the hands of anarchists and other ne’er do wells looking for an
excuse to rage against the machine, Salem
kept its cool.
With nearly four decades dedicated to a
single law enforcement agency, Chief Moore
has held a number of positions in Salem P.D.’s
four divisions.
“I haven’t done everything here,” Moore told
me in his self-effacing style. There are a lot of
things I haven’t done here, but it’s a big organization,” he explained. “But I was really fortunate. I was an officer, then I was a corporal,
then I was a sergeant, then a lieutenant, then
a captain, then a deputy chief, and then chief,”
Moore chronicled.
Chief Moore’s first real exposure to the
building he and his department are now trying to leave for lack of room occurred when he
was in high school and doing work for Larry
Moore, his father, who had an office furniture business in town. Truth is always better
than fiction, and this native son of Salem, who
would go on to become its top cop, actually
delivered furniture to the place as a teenager.
As a City of Salem police officer, Moore said
he was afforded great opportunities that were

exciting and helped shape his career, including his participation in the first sting the Salem Police Department ever conducted.
“We worked undercover and bought stolen
property and drugs from burglars, and then
we arrested them,” Moore recalled.
Moore also worked as a detective, but it was
as a corporal that he was assigned to Salem
P.D.’s Communications Unit, which is the department’s 9-1-1 Call Center today.
“Back then corporals were the shift supervisors,” Moore explained. “I learned a lot in
dealing with the employees and then dealing with people calling in and having issues,”
Moore said.
When bond measure 24-399 failed to pass
last November so did Chief Moore’s hopes
that Salem’s 9-1-1 Call Center could be housed
under the same roof with the rest of his department. At present, the Salem Police Department has several key components to its
overall operation located in leased space away
from headquarters. In addition to the aforementioned 9-1-1 Call Center, the Salem Police
Department’s crime lab and evidence storage
operations are offsite, too.
Robert Bolt’s famous play “A MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS,” which was adapted into a
multi-Academy Award winning film, was
based on the life of Sir Thomas More. Well,
Salem’s Jerry Moore might not only be the
man for almost all Salem Police Department
positions, but he has been a pioneering policeman, too. While a sergeant, Moore started
Salem’s Street Crimes Unit, which he told me
might be his all-time favorite job.
“Well, it was exciting,” Moore informed me.
“It was interesting. I wasn’t necessarily shagging calls, but I thought I was making a difference,” Moore added. “That was the Portland
Road days. We literally lost control of that
part of town in some respects. We had openair drug dealing and prostitutes walking down
the street. I worked undercover out there for
a couple of years, so I would always kid people
when they said ‘What do you do?’(and) I said,
‘I buy drugs and pick up hookers.’” Moore
suggested that this jocular answer led to incredulous looks, so he doubled down: ‘That’s
what I do, but I get paid for it,’ he told people
at the time.
The chief can spin a good yarn, and the
man has an abundance of good humor. His
sense of comedic timing while chewing the fat
with a recovering journalist had me thinking
Moore could give stand-up comedy a try when
he finally turns in his badge and gun. For the
record, I did not get a scoop that the chief is
looking to start collecting a retirement check.
There is still more work to be done in Salem. Having grown up on its streets, Chief
Moore has always been invested in making
his hometown a better place. To that end,
Moore has made a concerted effort to lift up
Salem’s at-risk youth as a board member at
Family Building Blocks, a nonprofit organization whose mission is to keep children safe
and families together.
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“I think Family Building Blocks is great,”
Moore said with a look of satisfaction on his
face, not self-satisfaction mind you, as the
chief is ever the genuinely humble guy, who
just happens to be the chief of police.
“The work they, (Family Building Blocks
staff), do with little kids and families to make
sure parents know how to be parents and
the kids learn how to socialize means there’s
a whole population out there that my folks,
(police officers), will never have to deal with,”
Moore predicted.
Conrad Venti of Pioneer Trust Bank has sat
on the board of directors of Family Building
Blocks with Chief Moore since 2011 and had
this to say about his colleague via an email:
“Chief Moore is an incredible asset to our
community. He understands the need for
supporting the community through local nonprofits such as Family Building Blocks. He’s
been an integral part of the governing Board
for many years working with a mission to
keep children safe and families together!”
Not everyone in Salem is bestowed with the
best set of parents or has an idyllic childhood.
People slip through the cracks, fall in with
the wrong crowd, and wind up behind bars.
That’s why Chief Moore is also involved in a
reentry program for men and women who
have been in the joint.
“I’m on the governor’s reentry task force.
There’s a whole bunch of people on that who
do a heck of a lot more than I do. I just represent the chiefs on that,” Moore emphasized.
“But I will tell you as a chief of police, more
power to them. I do believe in second chances
and I do believe people coming out of prison
deserve a second chance and the more support we give to them, the more successful
they’re going to be,” Moore said.
Chief Moore elucidated why recidivism is so
high: “I’ve sat in on a lot of those (reentry)
meetings,” Moore explained. “I hear people
say: ‘Well, this person’s getting out of jail;
they don’t have any place to live, they don’t
have a job, they don’t have any I.D.,’ and I
think: they don’t have chance.”
The Oregon Governor’s Office is not the
only public sector entity looking to find solutions to career criminality in the state’s capital
city. Marion County has a robust reentry program, according to Chief Moore, who credited
Marion County Commissioner Janet Carlson
for its success and described her as “a driven
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lady.” The chief also gave credit to his law
enforcement counterpart at the county level,
Marion County Sheriff Jason Myers, along
with Myers’s parole and probation staff.
Chief Moore has inculcated into his own department that outreach is the answer.
“It’s all about relationships,” Moore told
me. “If you don’t have relationships with
your community, you’re dead. If people don’t
talk to you, if people don’t trust you, if people
don’t believe in you, you’re going nowhere,”
Moore opined.
In an era when social media has permeated
much of our public lives and private lives, the
Salem Police Department has used it as a tool
to open up channels of communication with
interested and engaged citizens.
“I am very lucky to have some very talented
people here who understand social media
because the chief doesn’t,” Moore admitted.
“We have a Facebook page. We do Twitter.
We’re excited about how many people follow
us on Facebook when we post something and
the positive messages we get. We don’t have
someone just sitting at a computer monitoring it, but our social media (savvy) folks will
get around to answering if someone has a
question,” Moore added.
The big conundrum that remains for Chief
Moore and the Salem Police Department is
this: will the voters of Salem pass a scaled
down bond measure in May and finance a
$61.8-million dollar public safety facility.
Again, the 9-1-1 Call Center will not be under
the same roof in this proposed smaller facility,
and there will be other reductions in its size
and scope, including less parking.
“I do love this city,” Moore told me while we
wrapped things up. “I truly believe this community wants to love this police department
and we have to give them a reason to love us
and believe in us and trust us,” Moore said.
“As far as the facility (goes), I wish they, (the
voters), would study the issue. There are lots
of ways to do it. Go to the city website, the
Friends of Salem Police website,” Moore suggested.
“I’m not going to politic for how people vote
here, but I think if they, (the voters), truly look
at the issue and the need and have a good understanding, I truly believe they’ll be supportive of what we need to do,” Moore predicted.
“It’s not my police building we’re building;
it’s a community police center,” Moore said.
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Forestry Department Invites
Public Comment On Forest
Management Activities
Each year the Oregon Department of Forestry invites public comment on work plans,
called Annual Operations Plans (AOPs), outlining state forest activities for an upcoming
fiscal year. Starting today, through 5 p.m. on
May 4, public comments are invited for ODF's
district activities for the 2018 fiscal year,
which starts on July 1, 2017, and ends on June
30, 2018.
These plans describe specific activities such
as timber sales, reforestation, road building,
stream enhancement and recreation projects
that accomplish the current Implementation
Plan objectives. These objectives are designed
to reach the goals of long-term Forest Management Plans. Two districts have also noted Forest Land Management Classification
changes within their draft AOPs that are open
to public comment from March 20 to May 4,
2017.
Public comment details:

The draft annual operations plans are available for review online on ODF's State Forests
Management page: http://www.oregon.gov/
ODF/Working/Pages/StateForests.aspx. After the comment period closes, each district
will review comments and finalize draft AOPs
for the district forester to review and approve.
• An online survey is provided for conveniently submitting comments regarding the
Annual Operations Plans: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TFHH8TK
• To comment on the Forest Land Management Classification changes for Tillamook
and/or Forest Grove: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TNDVZDN
• Online comments are also received through
ODF's comment page: http://www.oregon.
gov/ODF/AboutODF/Pages/Comment.aspx
• Comments may also be mailed to: ODF
Public Affairs, 2600 State St., Salem, OR
97310.

Salem-Keizer Volcanoes
Tired of the rain? Let’s get something to
look forward to and have your company/
clients/church/youth team/civic or fraternal
club, etc. out for a Volcanoes baseball game
this summer! We have new exclusive group
areas that will provide a VIP feel to your outing experience. One newest addition is our
Party Patio located ON THE FIELD! This
exclusive area can seat up to 125 guests. Another new addition is our exclusive VIP Skybox Suite that can hold 10-30 guests. This
suite is located right behind home plate,

comes with dinner and a no-host bar.
Don’t let budget be an issue. For as little
as $7/person, we would love to showcase our
new promotions, products and entertainment to your group and their families. 2-3
hours outside in summer weather at a baseball game is a great way to celebrate and have
Fun.
Simply respond to this e-mail and we'll
send you our list of games and promotions/
themes for you to consider. Or call us at 503390-2225.

Coffee Roasted on site Food Made to Order
2725 Commercial street SE
503.581.1716
www.frenchpressroasters.com
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KMUZ Community Radio Announces New
Show Focused On Getting Citizens Informed &
Involved In Their Oregon State Legislature
The KMUZ morning radio news show, Willamette Wake Up, has launched a new segment aimed at informing listeners about the
work of their state legislators in the legislative session in Salem.
The show, “Legislative Matters, Tune In and Take Part,”
kicks off on Monday, March
13 at Willamette Wake Up’s
regular time slot of 8-9 a.m.
Each Monday Legislative
Matters program hosts Cindy
Condon and Jan Margosian
will highlight bills being
considered in both the State
House of Representatives
and State Senate. They will
focus on one or two bills featuring the area legislator who
sponsored the bill
The two outlined the show’s
mission and content on the
March 6 Willamette Wake
Up show which has been podcast and is
available on the KMUZ Community Radio
website at kmuz.org.
Besides informing people of key bills passing through the Legislature, the two want to
encourage listeners to learn more on their

own and get involved. “We have a unique opportunity here in Salem for citizens to show
up and take part,” Condon said. She added
citizens who take the time to come to a hearing and testify garner law makers’ respect

and attention.
The pair will focus on a specific bill that
they think will be of particular interest to
those within the KMUZ listening audience
and have been introduced by legislators
from the Mid-Willamette Valley. Programs

will include a bill’s background, key supporters, opponents and an understanding of who
benefits. They hope to include live interviews
of bill sponsors and those in opposition of
the featured bill.
Other legislation with statewide interest, such as budget,
education,
transportation
will also be discussed.
Both Condon and Margosian live in Salem and have a
passion for public policy and
informing the public. Both
also serve on the program
committee for the Salem City
Club where they schedule
speakers on local issues, and
both are involved in community affairs.
Condon has a long background in private sector
management, while Margosian is a former reporter,
public relations executive for public unions,
and served as the consumer information coordinator for six state Attorney Generals.
For more information contact Cindy Condon at 503-559-9288 or Jan Margosian at
ljmargosian@comcast.net.
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A Program Of
Canadian Works
Inspired By Nature.
Faculty Recital Series at Willamette University
On Tuesday evening April 11th the Willamette University Department of Music present a Faculty recital by oboist Catherine Lee.
The program begins at 7:30 p.m. in Hudson
Concert Hall, Rogers Music Center.
The program will feature six works by Canadian composers that are inspired by nature
for oboe and oboe d'amore. It also explores
the different levels of improvisation that are
present in a musical score as the works that
have been chosen cover a wide continuum
from those that are strictly notated to those
that outline different ways in which composers have included elements of improvisation
for performers to interpret. The program will
include: Still (2006) Dorothy Chang, Rafales
(2007) Jerome Blais, Alluvium (2016) by
Taylor Brook, Social Sounds from Whales
at Night (2007) by Emily Doolittle and the
premiere of Chanson de fleurs: Eleanor of
Aquitaine (2017) for oboe and soundscape
by OSU Music Composition Professor Dana
Reason.
The concert is free of charge, however contributions to the WU Summer Music Study
programs are welcome.
For further information contact the Willamette University Music Department at 503370-6255/music-info@willamette.edu.

“The Hidden Addiction”
Picture someone who is under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Despite their best
efforts to hide it, it’s often pretty obvious that
they are not sober. They might be irritable,
slur their words, or sway when they stride
by. Now imagine someone who has just
gambled. Is it as easy to detect? Probably
not. Gambling doesn’t linger on someone’s
breath. It doesn’t leave track marks up their
arms or cause them to stumble over their
feet. Gambling, unlike many other harmful
behaviors or drugs, is much easier to hide,
making it often dubbed, “The Hidden Addiction.” But because it can be difficult to
detect gambling addiction, it is important to
talk about it, shed light on its realities, and
bring it out of the shadows. March is Problem Gambling Awareness Month. Let’s have
the conversation.
Q. What is problem gambling?
A. Problem gambling, or gambling addiction, includes all gambling behavior patterns
that compromise, disrupt or damage personal, family or vocational pursuits. The essential features are increasing preoccupation
with gambling, a need to bet more money
more frequently, restlessness or irritability
when attempting to stop, “chasing” losses,

and loss of control manifested by continuation of the gambling behavior in spite of
mounting, serious, negative consequences.
In extreme cases, problem gambling can result in financial ruin, legal problems, loss of
career and family, or even suicide.
Q. Isn’t problem gambling just a financial
problem?
A. No. Problem gambling is an emotional
problem that has financial consequences. If
you pay all of a problem gambler’s debts, the
person will still be a problem gambler. The
real problem is that they have an uncontrollable obsession with gambling.
Q. Do casinos, lotteries, and other types of
gambling “cause” problem gambling?
A. The cause of a gambling problem is the
individual’s inability to control the gambling.
This may be due in part to a person’s genetic
tendency to develop addiction, their ability
to cope with normal life stress and even their
social upbringing and moral attitudes about
gambling. The casino or lottery provides the
opportunity for the person to gamble. It does
not, in and of itself, create the problem any
more than a liquor store would create an alcoholic.
Q. How can a person be addicted to some-

thing that isn’t a substance?
A. Although no substance is ingested, the
problem gambler gets the same effect from
gambling as someone else might get from
taking a tranquilizer or having a drink. The
gambling alters the person’s mood and the
gambler keeps repeating the behavior attempting to achieve that same effect. But just
as tolerance develops to drugs or alcohol, the
gambler finds that it takes more and more
of the gambling experience to achieve the
same emotional effect as before. This creates
an increased craving for the activity and the
gambler finds they have less and less ability
to resist as the craving grows in intensity and
frequency.
Q. Are problem gamblers usually addicted
to other things, too?
A. It is generally accepted that people with
one addiction are more at risk to develop another. Some problem gamblers also find they
have a problem with alcohol or drugs. This
does not, however, mean that if you have a
gambling problem you are guaranteed to become addicted to other things.
Q. How common is problem gambling in
Oregon? In the United States?
A. In Oregon, about 1-2 ½ % of people

meet the criteria for problem gamblers. This
translates to roughly 80,000 people (Moore,
2017). In the U.S., 2 million (1%) adults are
estimated to meet criteria for pathological
gambling in a given year. Another 4-6 million (2-3%) would be considered problem
gamblers; that is, they do not meet the full
diagnostic criteria for pathological gambling,
but meet one of more of the criteria and are
experiencing problems due to their gambling
behavior. Research also indicates that most
adults who choose to gamble are able to do
so responsibly (National Council on Problem
Gambling).
Problem gambling is a public health issue
that is treatable. Treatment is free in Oregon for the gambler and anyone affected by
their gambling. If you or someone you know
is struggling with problem gambling, don’t
wait any longer to get help. Call Bridgeway
and get your life back. (503) 363-2021.
Sources:
Help & Treatment. (n.d.). Retrieved March
03, 2017, from http://www.ncpgambling.
org/help-treatment/faq/
Moore, T. (2017, March 3). Problem Gambling [Telephone interview].
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Public Hearing On Revised Forest Fire Prevention
Rules Will Be Held April 17 In Salem

The Oregon Department of Forestry will
hold a public hearing on proposed revisions
to fire prevention rules for industrial (logging
and other commercial) operations on forestlands. The hearing will be held at 6 p.m. on
April 17 at ODF headquarters in Salem at the
following address:
Tillamook Room, Building C
2600 State Street
Salem, OR 97310
The proposed revisions clarify existing
language and include changes to water supply and delivery, firewatch services and fire
tools and extinguishers. Proposed updates
will increase fire prevention and prepared-

ness requirements in some areas while reducing requirements in others to account for
changes in technology and logging practices.
The updates come after a two year examination of the rules by a committee comprised
of forest landowners and operators, affiliated
organizations and ODF staff.
The public is welcome to attend. The hearing location is accessible to persons with disabilities. Requests for an interpreter for the
hearing impaired or other accommodations
for persons with disabilities should be made
at least 48 hours before the hearing. ODF
invites public comment on whether other
options should be considered for achieving
the rule's substantive goals while reducing
the negative economic impact of the rule
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on business. For more information about
attending the hearing or to submit written
comments, please contact Sabrina Perez
at Sabrina.perez@Oregon.gov. Comments
must be received by 5 p.m. on April 19.
They can also be mailed to:
Sabrina Perez, Rules Coordinator
Oregon Department of Forestry
2600 State Street
Salem, OR 97310
The proposed administrative rulemaking
package is available for review at the State
Forester's office, 2600 State Street in Salem
or on the ODF website at
www.oregon.gov/ODF/AboutODF/Pages/
ProposedLawsRules.aspx.

Oregon Winery Supports Planned Experimental
Fermentation Program In The Pacific Northwest
Eola Hills, is possibly the first winery in the
Pacific Northwest to make a commitment to
our region's economic and fermentation future as an initial supporter of the proposed
experimental vineyard at Clark College at
Boschma Farms in Ridgefield, Washington.
Pinot Noir and Chocolate is of one of the
winery's most popular events. Eola Hills
founder Tom Huggins is giving a portion
of the proceeds from 5 to 7 p.m., Saturday,
April 22, event hosted in the Barrel Room
of Eola Hills Winery to the college. The
$84 ticket features appetizers, six pairings
of Eola Hills pinot noir with the noted confections of local chocolatier Mike Sherlock
of Fleur Chocolatte of Vancouver, Wash. A
colorful presentation on the Boshma Farms
project will be presented at 6 p.m. Renderings and Platt maps will also be in the Eola
Hills Barrel Room.Â The event is expected
to raise significant awareness dollars for the

future of fermentation education.
Huggins' dream is that the Pacific Northwest will evolve into the winery and brewery
center of the United States. He also believes
this event will spark on-going support of
fermentation education that will be funded
from wine clubs, citizens committed to a sustainable economy as well as other vintners
and brewers in Oregon and Washington.
Mike Sherlock with Eola's vintner Steve
Anderson will be on-hand to talk about each
pairing. The Clark County Food & Wine Society will be volunteering and pouring at the
event and will be on-hand to answer questions about wine, food pairing and the contribution vintners make to the local economy. Reservations are required, tickets (and
group discounts) are available: 503-6232405, 1-800-291-6730, eolahillswinery.com
Eola Hills founder Tom Huggins realizes
that the wines and breweries of the Pacific

Northwest, a sustainable and environmentally friendly economic boon, needs to put
down more than roots. Fermentation education and standards drawn from the expertise
of the Pacific Northwest's pioneer vintners
and brewers needs to be formalized.
This support of Boschma Farms of Clark
College will contribute building a future
working and educational vineyard.
SPECIAL NOTE: Eola Hills Wine Cellars
still has room reservations and events at the
for the TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE August 21,
2017, and is presenting an Eclipse Wine Festival, from Aug. 18 to 21 at Eola Hills Wine
Cellars. Reservations are required and tickets for rooms, free campsites and details of
entertainment packages are at: www.eolahillswinery.com

Lafky &
Lafky
We counsel and represent
clients in Oregon proceedings, including State Federal and Municipal Courts and
administrative agencies.
Our attorneys provide litigation services in many areas of practice and are dedicated to achieving excellent
results for our clients in the
most cost effective manner
possible.

429 Court Street NE, Salem
Tel: 503-585-2450, Fax: 503-585-0205
info@lafky.com
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Senate Republicans To Prevent
Classrooms From Being Held Hostage
During Budget Negotiations

Arta
Potties

Arta Potties is a community organized project, aimed to provide clean and safe porta
potties for all people in the downtown core of
Salem Oregon. Two Arta Potties were invited
to the State Capitol grounds for several days.
This was a huge accomplishment for the little
potties that could.
For more information. , Contact Arta Potties

April 2017

at artapotties@gmail.com . 503-386-3993,
Donations accepted directly at Ace Chemical Toliets, 503- 393-1033, Or tax deduction
donations through Partnerships in Community Living 971-599-9452 Follow Arta Potties
Movement on Facebook, Instagram ...www.
Artapotties.com

Oregonians united on prioritizing education funding
18, proposes another amendment to the ConstiA Senate Republican-sponsored "Education
First" package received a public hearing in the
tution that would require the Legislature to fund
Senate Education Committee today. The proK-12 before passing any other appropriations for
any other state agency.
posals seek to prioritize education funding in the
Forty-seven other states rank higher than Orstate budget to prevent classrooms from being
held hostage during budget negotiations.
egon when it comes to graduation rates and we
"The Legislature must pass these resolutions
rank 43rd for overall performance.
so we can prevent classrooms from being held
In 2016, only 75 percent of Oregon high school
hostage by political budget negotiations," said
students graduated within four years, seven
Senate Republican Leader Ted Ferrioli.
percent enrolled for a fifth year and 18 percent
"Oregonians are united on the issue of prioridropped out. Oregon ranks 48th in graduation
rates in the nation.
tizing education, it is time the Legislature puts
Per EdWeek, in 2015 only 37 percent of fourth
our students and our teachers first," added state
grade students were proficient in math, and only
Sen. Alan Olsen, R-Canby.
33.9 percent were proficient in reading. When
"I'm a proud advocate of Education First belooking at all grade levels recently, in the 2015cause prioritizing funding for our future leaders
16 school year only 55 percent were proficient in
is one of our greatest duties as a Legislature,"
English, and 42 percent were proficient in math.
said state Sen. Jeff Kruse, R-Roseburg.
This may not come as a surprise if people knew
The first proposal, Senate Joint Resolution
Oregon students lose almost a year of education
20, proposes an amendment to the Constitution
when class times and school years are compared
that would require the Legislature to approprito national averages.
ate funds for Oregon's K-12 system by the 65th
For media requests please contact Senate GOP
day of regular session held in odd-numbered
Communications Director Jonathan Lockwood
year and would prohibit legislator compensation
at 971-645-2140, or Jonathan.Lockwood@Orif the appropriation is not passed.
The other proposal, Senate Joint Resolution
egonLegislature.gov.
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commercial to the core

CBCRE.com

Dave Haining

Gary Weston

Ruth Dana

Sharon Woods

Dick Duncan

Jared Stasch

Reuben Worster

Shelley George

Pamela Rushing

Shadya Jones

James Bowen

Sarah Crawford

ALEX RHOTEN
Principal Broker

Not Pictured

When it comes to commercial real estate, nothing is given. The
day goes to whoever works harder—goes the extra mile—rolls
up their sleeves and does whatever it takes to close the deal.

ALEX RHOTEN Principal Broker

(503) 587-4777

Jordan Samiee
Chauni Gray
James Gray
Janna Medina

arhoten@cbcre.com
MOUNTAIN WEST REAL ESTATE

Coldwell Banker Commercial and the Coldwell Banker Commercial Logo are registered service marks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

E quitable C enter

O ak P ark D ental
CALL TODAY TO SEE OUR DIFFERENCE

RICHDUNCANCONSTRUCTION.COM |

W allace R oad S hell
CCB# 158330 WA# RICHDC928DE

503-390-4999
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Become A
Minister Today

SPECIALIZING IN

Homes on acreage, custom
homes, unique and unusual
homes, farms & ranches!
Upper end homes!
I handle all my own listings!
standy@cboregon.com

STEPHEN G. TANDY

BROKER/SENIOR VP

503-566-5519
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Welcome
Jordan Ohrt
Growing up in a military family, we moved around a lot. While the experiences I gained
and the places I was fortunate enough live because of my parents’ service in the Navy are
priceless, the one thing that was missing from my childhood was a place to call home. It is
only fitting that my job is to help others find a place to call home!
Being a Realtor with John L. Scott for six years, my favorite part of this job is figuring out
what my client’s goals are and helping them achieve them. Using my background of 15 years
in hospitality and customer service, I enjoy helping buyers and sellers through the seasons
of their lives; transitioning into their first home, moving up to a larger home or downsizing
when the time is right.
My role is to educate you about the process, be your consultant, negotiator and the manager of the transactional details. I believe that knowledge is power and am willing to go the
extra mile to make sure you understand and are comfortable through your whole home
buying or selling experience. What are your goals and dreams for the future? At every initial
consultation my job is to get to the heart of what matters most to you and your family so that
as part of your team we can reach those goals for you. When the time is right give me a call
and we can discuss how to make your goals a reality!

Jordan Ohrt
The Burk Team
Real Estate Broker
Your Friend in the Real Estate Business
John L. Scott
725 Commercial St. SE, Salem, OR 97301
Direct: 503.910.9219
Licensed in Oregon
Cell: 503.910.9219, Office: 503.585.0100, Fax: 503.585.8832
Jordan@LovelySalemHomes.com, www.LovelySalemHomes.com

SIMPLY TYPE IN YOUR
BROWSER JLSAPP.COM

• Interactive Map With GPS
• Location Based Search
• MIs/Property Number Search
• Extensive Search Criteria Options
• Road And Satellite Map Views

• Comprehensive Property Details w/Photos
• Built In Sharing Tools
• Driving Directions
• Mortgage Calculator

John L. Scott Real Estate
Salem Office - 503-585-0100

salemoffice.johnlscott.com

